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Weak economy means less help from financial a·
~

MARK WEBBER
Staff Writer

Student Diauna Tyson has
a passion for business

See Business, page 6
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Friday's "Beach Party offers
'Nothing More' than a good time

See Features, page 14
Texting ban doesn't go far
enough

Students at Universig of
1>.iissouri-St. Louis ma notice a little less help from finarrcL'l1 aid funding this year.
The Access fvfissouri Financial :\ssistance Program
is handing out less funding
to college students who need
help paying for , chool. This
year, those who are eligible
will receive 1,680 from Access Iissouri for the 20 92010 fiscal year. Last _ear
UM-St. Louis student" received 2 050.
This may come as a disappointment to many ,,1St. Louis students who m ay

alread be struggling in a
recessi\ e economy. James
O'Steen, Coordinator of Financial Aid, belie es that the
economy might be to blame.
"The issue isn't that the
state of iVlissouri is giving
less funding tov; ard the Acce s Missouri overall pot, it's
that more students are going
to ",c hoal and they need financial assistanc~" O'Steen
said. 'Access Missouri must
distribute less money per
individual because of more
students in need."
Q'Steen
::-""Pres ed the
econom~ s
accountability
further saying that numerous students have b gun
to look at financial aid a a

source of income. According to O'Steen, this means
that students are taking the
opportunity of programs
such as Access J\!.lissouri and
using them as a reason to go
back to school in order to be
more competitive in the job
m:uket.
The Access i-.1issouri Financial Assistance Program
is a
2 million program
w hich h~lps students in both
public and pm-ate universiti all across Missouri. Private uniyersity students receiye approximately double
the amount of public univ-ersi ty students because of
such high costs.
Earlier in the year] G(Jv-

eroor Jay Nixon proposed
to decrease the amount of
maximum funding for private universities so that
funding could be increased
for students attending public
universi ties.
He had hoped to set the
limit for both public and private universities at 2,850.
However] the proposed
bill did not make it through
either the Senate or the
H o use chambers of legislature.

Jason Pogue, a sophomore attending Lindenwo d
University hailed the result
as justice for students such
as himself.
"I haye been Ol'lt of

school for four years and
found myself forced to go
back because I lost my job,"
Pogue said. "1 would have
gone to tl1e l.1niversig of
Missouri-St. Louis if I could,
but Lindenwood had the
program I needed. Tuition
costs so much at Lindenwood. Some of us that go
to private colleges need the
extra help."
Despite an increase ()f
students going to college]
and an increase in students
needing financial aid, overall
funding for the program has
not increased. James had a
hunch as to why.
1

See FINANCIAL AID, page 5

See Opinions, page 22

SGA elects executive board at Friday m eeting
~

JESSICA KEIl
Editor-in-Chief

Women's soccer ready for
the coming season
See Sports, page 1a
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The first Student Government
Association meeting of tbe school
rear was held Friday. In keeping \\-ith
last vear's tradition it was held in the
SGA Chambers and began at 12:30
p.m. Conduding at around 1:30
p.m., the bulk of the meeting was
spent holding SGA executi, e board
elections. The elections were held
by opening the floor to nominations.
Each norn.U.1ee spoke brieR about
their qualifiG:ations and the assembly
voted. Originall , the assembly was
hesitant to nominate for positio"ns,
with some representatives making
nominations that were not serious
J

and re ulted in laughter. Ho vel',
after the joking ceased t:\1OI' men
were nominated for the G chair
p o ition.: ~lik Solty a s phomore
and Leo Ba). senior. The chair p osition was the 001 paid position to
the SGA executive board at 500 a
semester. B a~r, a residential
sistant at 'lansion Hills apartments]
was announced the winner. Other
nominees to the executive positions
\vent uncontested. T\lichael Soltys) a
member of Sigm3. Pi fraternity, Vlas
accepted to the position of vicechair. Erin Potts, sophomore, bioIog) . was accepted to the position of
parliamen tarian.

See SGA, page 5
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Repairs on South {ampus hint at larger additions
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ERIK BRUNER
5 ta ff Writer

Education majors and
optometry students are
aware of the current facdift
the University of MissouriSt. Louis is undergoing.
The front of Marillac H all
is, at the moment, a scene
of jack-hammers, t aped-off
pathwa s and unearthed
pavement.
However, the campus
improvement, while it
looks chaotic, is simply a
routine sidewalk pavement
replacement.
The temporary change
is a small price to pay for
the reassurance that campus facilities are being
maintained this semester.
Sam Darandari, the director of facilities planning
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spaces are priorities, the
exciting news is in the planrung.
With an ever-expanding
student body, UNI-St. Louis may need development at
many of its major schools.
Among the projects that
UM-St. Louis' Planning
and Construction team
are developing right now
are: a new building at the
former site of Normandy
hospital which, in the near
future, will house both the
College of Nursing and the
College of Optometry, a
$25 million unified College of Business building,
possible new buildings for
the College of Fine Arts
and Communications, and
a university-wide facility
and grounds renovation appealingly titled Campus

Development Phase 1."
A complete list of developments in progress for the
UM System can be found
on the Web at WWW.UIDsystem.edu under the "Finance and Administration"
department.
~!hile a considerable
amount of academic de";elopments are in the works
for the next couple y ears,
students wish that there
w ere just a few more places
for entertainment and recreation on campus. Some
students have expressed
that campus has little to offer students living on campus or enrolled in late classes once the available coffee
shops and eateries close.

See CONSTRUCTION, page 7

UMSL STARS win research awards
~

NICK BISHOP
5 ta ff Writer

www.thecurrentonline.com

MCMA

at UM-St. Louis, assures
students of just that in a
conversation with The Curretlt. "We're mostly focused
on maintenance and repairs
right now," Darandari of
the current projects said.
"There's a lot that needs to
be done."
Of the many projects
Darandari is juggling on
campus right now, a few
include: a roof replacement
on the Regional Center for
Education and Work on
north campus, a Seton Hall
transformation of living
space into classrooms, labs
and office space for the College of Nursing, and a roof
replacement and masonry
repair on the Honors College Provincial House.
W hile sideYnllk repairs
and renovations of living

This summer more than
70 high school students had
the opportunity to work
on collegiate-level research
projects through the Students <1lld Teachers as Research Scientists program
with university researchers
from St. Louis. During the
six-week long program the
secondary school Students
were investigating collegelevel research questions.
Keith Stine, professor of
chemistry at the University
of Missouri-St. Louis in the
Cen ter of N anoscience, reflects on his feelings about
the STARS program, -"I
think it's a great program,"
Stine said. "It gives these
high school students an. opportunity to see what scientific research is really all
about. It gives them a good
head start. It's the kind of

experience that can really
have a good impact on their
future careers."
Of the students who participated in the program,
three who worked on the
lJM-St. Louis campus were
winners of the 2009 Pfizer
and LMI Aerospace/D)
Technologies . Award for
Excellence ill Research;
there were ' only 24 winners total. Kenneth Mares,
director of the STARS program based on the UM-St.
Louis campus, expressed
his happiness with the participants.
"They're the best of the
best," Mares - said. "These
'are kids that have come in,
worked hard on a research
project, written a research
paper on the project, and
then presented it."
He also mentioned that
because of their excellence,
each STARS participant
. J a half.
w ill receive
. -tlffie

I

tuition w aiver to UM-St.
Louis. The winners of the
program are also given five
copies of their research papers to be given to the top
five colleges of their choice
with their applications.
Merideth Redick from
Clayton High School, mentored by James O'Brien,
won an award for her research paper entitled, "Intracavity Laser Absorption
Spectroscopy of Transition
Metal Diatomic Molecules:
Electronic Transitions of
Titanium Fluoride in the
Near Infrared Spectral
Region." O'Brien mentioned that this particular
student's work will most
likely be published in two
or more journals.
Marta Wells from Lafayette High School in Wild'wood, Mo. wrote "Nanoporous Gold as a Support
for Competitive Immunoassays in Prostate Cancer

Diagnosis Using UV-Visible Spectrophotometry"
while under the mentorship of Keith Stine.
Saya Jacob from Ladue
Horton Watkins High
School wrote, "Expression
of a Putative Non-Specific
Phospholipase C ill Arabidopsis (pLC ' 514)" while
under the mentorship of
UM-St. Louis' Xuemin
(Sam) Wang from the E.
Desmond Lee and Faffiily
Fund Endowed Professor
in Plant Science.
These . students get a
hands-on feel for real scientific research but are also
learning that things don't
always go as expected. "Often times the things you
discover aren't anything
like what you were expecting to discover, and many
times it turns out to be
more interesting than what
you were planning to do
anyway," O'Brien said.
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UM-SI. Louis optometrist honored in
,Vision Monday

21 bearing a new name: The
Edward M. Kennedy Serve
America Act. However, the
Kay Gasen, director of act was not a single piece of
the Community Partner- legislation but rather a fragship Project, offers breaking ment of the Learn and Serve
behind-the-scene news that program that is sponsored by
"The University of 1vtis- the Corporation for National
souri-St. Louis has been and Community Service.
awarded a Learn and Serve
The campaign promised
America Bigher Education financial support to students
grant from the Corporation who were attracted to the
for National and Cpm.munity idea of lessening their tuition
Service."
debt through community serAccording to Gasen, the Vlce.
However, this article of
project will focus on the
housing market as well as the legislation is found deep
"public education challenges within the links of the Learn
exacerbated by the economic and Serve website. The procrisis." Through the project, gram in fact falls under the
participating college students AmeriCorps program.
To students who com'will engage in activities about
foreclosure prevention, non- plete a term of service, the
profit capacity building- and Segal AmeriCorps Education
neighborhood imprm eme.t;lt Award rewards them 1,000efforts as well as mentor- 4,725. \X"hen the L am and
ing and tutoring programs. Sen e ct goes intO ettect on
"UMSL students of Senrice n
October 1, the Segal Ameri\vill "engage over 1,4000 stu- Corps
Education Award
dents [in] 23,000 hours of will increase to match the
service m er the three rear ma.ximum Pell Grant amount
which now a\yar:d~ 5,350.
period."
The . official announce- This amount is set to inflate
ment will be made Septem.- over 'tinle.
Students are offered the
ber 1 on the U1\.1-St. Louis
website and stems from a option to either pay their
current tuition or [0 appl~
c~mpaign promise made by
President Barack Oban1a in the funds to any OUt tanding
the 2008 election. Obama student loans. Each program
promised the nation that an participam is eligible to reinvestment in higher educa- ceive the aWilrd twice and is
tion would be a pillar of his allawed se... en vears to make
administration.
Claiming use of the funds.
The bill e.nhances sen ice
roots in community organizing, Obama pledged to opportunitie~ by elevating
constituents the creation of AmeriCorps available posia program where students~ tions from 5 000 annually to
who sought supplementary 250,000 b 2017. These new
aid for tuition, could setve AmeriCorps positions v.rill
their community' and recei e spotlight education, health,
this additional funding.
clean en erg. " veterans, ecoTheJegislation passed over nomic opportunity and other
the president's desk and was _ national priorities.
introduced into law on April
1\11 service work must
~

JASON BECKRING

Staff Writer

be completed -through the
.AmeriCorps program. A student cannot perform service
hours when or wherever he
or she wishes; instead the bill
insists that all work must be
performed through .AmeriCorps whether in a full-time
P?sition or possible parttime arrangement. All efforts and placement would
be controlled and assigned by
.AmeriCorps.
Kate Palme.r, junior, social work, implied that she
did not feel dle program was
necessarily what she needed.
'Being Vi here I m at ...
the ,500 for a year's worth
of service would barely get
me through one semester at
the uni, ersity" Palmer: said,
·'though I think it is a great
program and ir I were in the
position, [I] would maybe try
i t OUt fo r the experience.
s an umbrella pro ram,
Leaw and . Sen'c America
'works to su tain servic learnlllg pr jec
from elmenta.l0- to high
0 1
community
gr ups
nd
higber education institutions b~ providin
.. upport, trninin nd
cal assistanc , r
practice. curricula,
fecti
and progrnOl mod . Th
grants th. t are intend d for
higher education faciliti sat
meant to . upport program
that provide aid for b th the
community_ and those. that
Set
the communi . The
ax arded funds supp rt such
practices as training, course
de\-elopment and co mmunity
service Federal \Votk-Stud)programs.
"'This personally w uld
give me that capacity to better understand ,." hich career
path I would like to choose.
Palmer said.

Dr. Barbara Brown, manager of student
and special services for the College of
Optometry at the University of MissouriSt. Louis, was recently named one of the
2009 Most Influential Women in Optical
by Vision :Monday, a I?2tionwide "eye care
trade publication." Brown was selected as
a "mentor," defined by Vision Monday as
"women who are team builders and developers of talent."
Brown earned her doctorate degree '
in optometry in 1988 after receiving her
bachelor's degree in chemistry at University of 11issouri-St. Louis. Brown began
working at the College of Optometry in
1999 after working at an optometry practice full time.
As manager of student and special
services, she acts as a fundraising liaison
and oversees recruitment, admissions,
placement and scholarships. She is also
secreta!) of the board of the MissoUri
Optometric Foundation of which she is
also a lifetime membe:r. Additionall she
is involved with the American Optometric ssociation, Heart of America Contact
Lens Society-and the St. Louis Opto~etric
Society.

31, 2009 I 1Chr [urrrnt I 3

Enrollment at UM-St. Louis continues to
grow
The University of Missouri-St. Louis
has seen an increase in on-campus enrollment from last year. Enrollment is currently at 12,024 students but is expected
to exceed 15,800 on October 1 when fall
enrollment ends.
The number of freshman in enrolling
at UM-St. Louis was especially high, with
an increase of 20 percent over· the 2008
enrollment. Transfer students who are
typically the bulk of new UM-St. Louis
students also increased 5 percent.
In a UM-St. Louis press release, Greg
McCalley, Associate Vice Provost for Enrollment Management, attributed the increase in enrollment to the school's growing reputation.
'We believe students are responding
to the great value UMSL represents. It's a
matter ' of quality and affordability," McCalley said. "UMSL has a great faculty
with several nationally ranked academic
programs."
In the press releas~, McCalley also mentioned UM-St. Louis' freeze on tuition and
increase in nIL.'Ulcial aid package which he
also believes helped raise enrollment numbers.
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Now that we'y,e asked "you, .
li t's your turn to aSlk us 1
}

www. thecurrentonline. com thecurrenl@u1nsl.edu
UNDERCURRENT
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Some believe that Greek life gets a bad
reputation, others feel they are a positive influence. What do you think?

Where did you buy your textbooks this year?
Amazon

"They can [be positive], if approached
with the correct
morals and gives
oppotunities for real
friendships based on
community and not
Sister dementia so much on wrong
Toalson
doing."
Sophomore, Business
"I don't really see
them doing much.
I think they should
have more advertising for their events
on campus for the
whole UMSl community."

Randall Lewis
Senior
Electrical Engineering

UThey have an
extremely positive
effect on campus.
They raise money for
va.rious orgainizations on campus and
in the community in
generaL"

Hannah Suire
Sophomore
Nursing

"1 feel that the things
that these organizations promote are
not what should
be pushed by the
schooL"

1
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0*00.
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"
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Jacob McDaniel
Senior
Political Sdence
"As a commuter
student, I have not
been able to notice
the impact of greek
life at all."

. Mark Winterowd
S-enior
Mathematics

--------------------------------------- ------- ----------------------

What about you? Sound off at
www.thecurrentonline.com

e8ay
The University Bookstore
•

From Another Student
Textbooks? I haven't even

registered yet!

This week:
Insert New
Question Here!
Answer at
'MNvV.thecurrentonline.com

.

Visit us online at www.thecurrentonline.com
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SGA, from page 1
Jericha Selby, sophomore,
criminal justice was accepted
to the position of secretary.
The position of sergeantat-arms had t\VO nominations: 'Lvlike Carr and Matt
Schroeder. Schroeder, a
non-member of S-GA, lost
the election to Carr, a member of Phi Kappa Alpha.
The Associated Students
of the University of Missouri also brought nominees
to be approved by the assembly. The ASUM: board

member nominees were
Susan Jones and Andy Abraham; both were approved.
Also on the meeting
agenda was Marie Mueller, a
nurse practitioner in Health,
Wellness and Counseling
Services. Mueller spoke
to the assembly about the
BINl virus or 'swme flu,'
and passed out flyers on
how to avoid spreading the
virus. Her primary advice:
wash your hands.
Additionally, Dan Ros-

ner, SGA comptroller, presented the current SGA
budget to the assembly. The
total budget allocation from
the Student Activities Budget Committee for SGA is
$103,400.00.
A).though the president
of SGA, GraceMarie Ritter,
had expressed concern prior
to the meeting over whether
or not the representatives
from the various student
organizations' on campus
would attend, 67 organiza-

tions were represented out
of 107.
''This is similar to our average," Ritter said, "as only
about 80 organizations receive funding from SABC."
The next SGA meeting
will be held on September 11
at 12:30 in the SGA Chambers. The following SGA
meetings will be: September
18, October 2 and 30, November 13 and December 4;
same time and place.

The Cmnnt regrets that sometimes in the making of this publicatioll) we make mistakes. What
lve do 110t regret is correcting our
mistakes. Please let us know of
atlJ' corrections that need to be
made.
On page 25 of the August
24, 2009 issue, SOh Seck's
"Foreigner's Corner" should
have been ''Understanding
Ramadan." . Instead the articleplaced was ' ~Sen~tors
throw in their ·tWo cents . o.n
health care." rlid SOh Seck's

want it to be known, though,
that the Access Missouri
funding per UM-St. Louis
student did increase from
its original 2009 projection.
"Students were originally
going to receive $1,600. The

thecurtento
com.
On page
the Au
24, 2009 iss ,the crimeline-.
had multiple spelling and
gramatical errors. The crirneline is sent to The Current by
the campus police department. It will be proofread
and edited for fUhlre issues.

FINANCIAL AID, from page 1
"If it was my guess, I'd
say that it \vould have to

do with overall cuts in state
funding," James said'. "Everything takes a hit some
way or another.';
On its website in Febru-

ar~, the Missouri Department of Higher Education
touted the federal stimulus
package for its potential
"to provide Missouri v.rith
needed flexibilit) to make
college more affordable by

maintaining state support
for institutions of higher
learning."
At least for now, Access
Missouri overall funding will
not be increased by federal
stimulus. Financial aid did

31 t 2009 I 'm:hc ([nrrrnt I 5'

state government increased
it to $1,680."
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Why ·sExpress Sc ip shere an ay? Tyson has a passion for business
~

~

ANTHONY PADGETT

BRIDGET RYDER Staff vVriter

Asst. Sports Editor

Lucated on ~'Jrth Campus Ilff of C nh(Tsity Place
Driyc is d. suies of buildings
on the Cni\Cersitl- of I'vIis". luri-St. Louis campus that
arc o\\-ned by Express Scripts
I ncorporated_
T he buildings n the campus ate EST's world headquarters_ In 2005, their lease
in Maryland Heights, M o.,
was ending and the company
\,-as looking to relocate its
headquarter . Acc rding to
G e rge Paz the CEO and'
chairm n f
T and . i\ISr. Louis alumnu -,
M-St.
Lo uis h ad a few ad antag 5
over other p o tential I cations. When
I-St. Louis
made a bid to be the new
location for . th - - h ead U aIters p az jurop d at the opportunit:y to gi e back t the
univ sit)' that h once attend d . In 200S!
I signed
a 99-year lease for the property nd paid for it up front.
At first there \'i.rere only 1,200
employees workincr at the
new location, but since their
recent expansion that number has ballooned to 2,400.
There is talk that ESI is looking to expand even more_
E xpress Script - International currently has three
buildings on the r I-St. Louis campus. Originally, they
built only one building which
measured 320,000 square feet.

Illustration by ZACHARY JAMES KRAFT
upon completion. In 2008
they xpanded with an additional office building and a
parking garage. The additions
aJ 180 000 square D ct_
ESI is the high t ranked
rtune 500 C mpany to
have its h eadquarters on a
urUv r ity camp us.
In i\1is uri, E SI is currently ranked as the eco nd
bigg t corp oration trailing only E m erson Electric.
ha ncello r Tom eorg e said
that he believ
' SI will p a -,
Emers n in the n ea.r future.
N atio nally ESI currently
employs 12,000 people and
-fill prescriptions by mail or at
local pharmacies. According
to Paz, the reason that the are so successful is that they
find \,V3.VS to obtain les xpensive medications for p eople. Founded in 1986, E SI
is proud to haye ne\Cer been
owned by a drug company,
and cuts costs by recommending less costly generic
drugs instead of expensl\Te

t7lr' h t

newer drugs_ In addition,
th -y fill 90-day pres criptions
\'vhich save both money and
time when compared to .50da.- pr criptions. ESI s philosophy is accessibili ty and
low c st..
Ge r
said that M-St.
Louis ha m ore than en ugh
r a m for planned future developments, and he hope,
th t this will be oul. the b ginning of \ hat he referred
to as a busin
park.
The pe£ks of ha: ing E SI
on campus are numer u ~
business classes are t ught
in the ESI buildings; 0 ~er
140 internship and full tim
positions ha -e been created
,,-1.th the l I\'f-St_ Louis Career
SenTices office; artwork from
1\1 -St. Louis studenrs is dis.played in various parts of the
original building; m a ne - is
donated to local schools; and
U {-St. Louis staff membErs
are given Express ScriptS
cards good for discounts on
prescription drugs.

[,\\i\t\\t

\!1..-~eeGS ~OU \

Stop by OUI office
to apply now for our
Business Manager . . . .1Ifirj
position!

Y

Di:mna Tyson, a business
nUllagement and organizational beh,a vior major at
the U niversity of Mi ouriSt. Louis, has al, 'ays had a
passion for girl;- things, as
she put it, a pa 'sian she has
used t.? start her own busine-S5.
From a young age, Tyson
h as dreamt of two things:
designing her own fragrance
and ha-ving her own business.
s a sophomore in high
school she began researching and expc.rimentino- with
making futgrance oils. Playjng chemist in her kitchen,
he eventually c mbined olive oi~ yitamin E and plant
e-"ttr.act: into an aroma she
could call her 0\ fl1 . Tyson
_ays that she continued to
learn about makin and selling fragl1111C
b) talkin
t ~ store owners an shoppers at the St. L ui
lills
hoppin mall. Thi.: led to
h er first big business break
when the owner of Mruk
Anthony s, a boutique in the
St. Louis 1viill.s offered to let
her sell her fragrance oil in
his store at no cost to her.
T son .old her £rngrances at M ark uthon. s
until she launched her ow n
online store in February
_009, D Dreamz Boutique
at \J.'\.vw. ddreamzboutique.
com. In addition to the fragrance oils Tyson makes,
D Drearnz offers clothes,
purses, jewelr _ and other
fragrance oils. She promotes her business -through
what she calls "promotiunal
shows," because, s.he said,
"Whether I sell anything or
not, I pass Gut flyers and get
email addresses."
Tyson had her first promotional show at the UMSt. Louis on April.20, 2009.
Since then, Tyson has had

Diauna Tyson, junior, business management, works at her
boutique D Dreamz in the MSC last spring.
sho\\-s a t different 'enues
thro ughout the SUI:nmer. ' I
did a sh o' at Elaine Ste'leu.. Beauty Call ge and
from there a lad y said to
me 'W ould you like to do a
show at a graduation par ty?
There will be a lot of ladies
there. ' Sometimes she creates her 0',; n show. as well.
Het last one \1; aS in a
park. " r indted fifteen
women. \X'e had cocktails.,
ate sandwiches ... it '"I)-as a lot
of fun." And, of course,
she sold pursq. But for Tyson, business is not all about
mone ~ . <'1 t' the pleasure of
being in business. I like
making people happ), especially women. W hether it's
a fragrance or a purse or a
sbirt, I believe women love
nice things."
For Tyson, business has
its less pleasant aspects, as
\veU."You're not an expert
in everything. You can love
the business concept all
day, but I hate entering in
the receipts and keeping up

on books, > he says. -ights
when she is up late making
her fragrance oil to fill orders is not eas'- either. But
she has the help and support of friends as ,veIL
-One of her closest collaborators 1S Indi:l Jordan. Jordan and T; son met
at M-St. Louis during the
spring 2009 semester in a
computer class they bad together.
Jordan wa also dreaming
of starting her own business. "I had different ide"ls
that I had not hared \vith
anyone," Jordan said_ She
shared them with Tyson and
since then has been assisting
het with promotions. "1 help
her by setting up purse parties, telling people about her
business, calling around ..:'
Tyson said that it is
friends like Jordan \vho help
keep her on track. All the
hard work is paying off as
T)'son reports a record SL"X:ty
bottles of fragrance oils
sold in August. -
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International Business School
ranks in top 20 nationally
~

JASON SECKRING
Staff Writer

In a poor economic climate \vhere many institutions
cannot post good numbers,
d1e University of .MissouriSt. Louis College of Business
Administration has defied
the odds. Competing with a
variety of top-tier schools,
ilie CBA was ranked the 15,h
best school for the International Business specialty b
the US. Ne,-s and ~rorld Report. The CBA has received
a top-t\1iTenty ranking for the
past seven ears.
One of the reasons who
this rank has been sustained
is the "ork of the International Business Institute, a facilitator to d1e actual school.
Their recently appointed director, Steve Burrows, brings
a critical perspecti e to the
institute from his .30 years
of experience working for
.i\nheuser-Busch.
Burrows
sen-ed as the former CEO
and president of AnheuserBusch International and
.Anheus<rr-Busch Asia Pacific

Operations. Burrows said
of the reasons for their success, "Ies both the faculty
ar;ld the students. The faculty
help[s] start the progtam, but
at the end of the day it's what
you produce, and what we
produce here is graduates."
Senior academic advisor
Monica Farrell sees a lot of
these graduaTes throughout
their time at l ]\"1--5t. Louis
and sa~!s the ranking definitely is an attraction for prospecti\ e students. Burro\, s
points out that this not only
entices students but faculty
as well. For example, Dr.
Hung-Gay Fung, professor in Chinese Studies, " ras
ranked an10ng d1e top SO of
all finance sdiolars and Dr.
Janet Y Murray is considered among the ~5 most prolific scholars in International
Business research.
The school's unique approach does not end "villi the
students and faculty. Just as
important are their relationships not only to regional
business but international
business as well. Some would

find UM-St. Louis handicapped because of their locatio~ but Burrows states the
contrary: "Just because this
isn't llie ,{ecca for Fortune
500 companies doesn't mean
there's not a large group of
companies that are doing
international business." Citing various companies like
Boeing, Anheuser-Busch and
lYfonsanto, Burrows finds
St. Louis to be an opportune environment for learning. Ala-ng willi being potential employers of graduates.,
these companies participate
in the education of the students through internships.
The final key to the success of the school lies in
the international experience
requirement. To complete
their degree, students must
participa te in either an international internship or study
abroad. U f-St. Lou.is pro,rides students summer tours
to places such as Chipa, Thailand, Austria and Japan, and
makes several opportunities
. for internships flyaihble in
over 100 countries.

CONSTRUCTION, from page 2
HA lot of the buildings and
facilities do need to be reno:.
vated, but at the same time it
would be really nice to ha~ e
a place for students when
they're not in class," Paris
Thompson, senior, communications, said. "Everyone
flocks to the MSC but we
need more places like it dlat

are open later for students
to eat and hang out." While
it may· be the consensus wifu
students that lllvI . St. Louis
needs more in terms of recreation and entertainment,
it won't have a place in the
budget in the near future. In
fact, for the thre.e new building funding requests UM St.

Lou.is has submitted to the
U1\l S" stem for the 2010
fiscal year, the total expenditures reach well over ~100
million dollars. "If the money becomes available, dle
Benton-Stadler addition and
renov'9.tion is oUI priority.,.'
says Darandari, ''But right
nO'w it's all about the moner"

FOR CLEAN I G
THOSE
HARD-TO-REACH
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Alumni named Most Influential Business Woman of 2009
~

INTERVIEW BY AARON HOLDMEYER,
Staff Writer

Karen' Rosen received her doctor of optometry degree
from the University of Missouri-St. Louis in 1984 as a part
of the first class to graduate from the College of Optometry. T"vent:y~ five rears later she not only has her own practice,
Rosen Optometry, but the St. Louis Business Journal recognized her as one of the b.'1ost Influential Business Women in
St. Loui fOI20 9.

The e llm 111: HOJJ! didYOII become i f1lJoli 'ed in optometry
Dr. K [en Rosen: Iy husband was already an optometrist
and be wa' going to a legislative cocktail pacty and I went
ith runl. We we re trying ro convince the legislature to open
an optometry school here, and there I met some prnspective
,tudents for the optometry school who asked me why I was
not considering going to optometry school, since my degree
wa in biology and my husband was an optometrist. I decided
that might be a good course for me, so I applied to optometry
school in 1980 and was in the first class. \Ve started in 198
and we grcaduated in 1984.

TC T he St. LoII/~' Business Journal recentlY selectedYOII as olle of the
QJo.rt influential bllsines.f]vomen in 5 t. Lollis. What doe5 that mean to
YOII?
KR: I ne er - any thought of m. elf a that kind of a perso n
because I'm not a CEO ... I don't run a major conglomerate.
I am basically in the business of helping people Vlith their visioG and that is that wa ' I look it. I'm a doctor and my goal is

to help people see and to m.ake sure that they can keep their
vision for as long as they are on this earth. I thinJtir \vas such a
great honor and I am very pleased that I was recognized, but it
is still very difficult foI" me to see myself in the same category
as the other women.

TC: I read thatyou do miJsron tri.bs fo deuelopingcoHl tries.

IIP"~ ?

KR: The reason I becameao optometrist \vas to help people
and I think that is why a lot of people go into a particular
field. \Ve do free exams for children and make ... free glasses
[for them]. The OneSight Foundation--which is the charitable
foundation of Luxott1.ca-gJye me the opporturllry to travel
outside of the L nited States to help people in deyeloping
countries, and once you go do that you get hooked. Seeing
people who ne\~e[ haye seen an e-ye doctor before, and most
likely the 001 - ye doctor they are going to see and then ther
have never been able to see [clearly] before and ou put a prur
of glasses on ,t hem and they can see for the very first time ... it
is quite rewarding and there is nothing like it. You just get sort
of misty-eyed and it is an unbelie able experience.

TC: If pres811ted u.iIh tht decision again to enroll ill opto1lJd.
ba k ill th~ 80s,. wO/lld.JOt1 do it?

COURTESY OF KAREN ROSEN

.I'chool

KR: Absolutely. I love '\ hat I do ... I think kids should try to
lind that path, tr to find mething th y really like to do. Not
just a job r u clock-in and clock-out of, but something th t
they are passi nate about. Money is important but }-ou really
ha e to like what' ou do because sometimes qualirr of life is
more important than just making money.'

Dr. Karen Rosen at her office.

Who should be 'our next
."captain?"

Let us know at
thecurrenttips@umsl.edu

..
~
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Keynote Speaker; Michael Miller

'~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Th~u~apauionat~boldapproach,Micha~usesh~ener~
I~
and enthusiasm to captivate audiences from coast to coast. He
teaches and encourages people to find satisfaction with their

lives and work.Time after time, participants rave about his
ability to convey strong messages in an entertaining m-anner.

Saturday, September 12th
Millen ium Student Center

9_am-Spm
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VOLLEYBALL

Vo eyball winsthree out of four doubleheaders at (BU tourney in Tenn.
~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

The University of l\1issouri-St. Louis women's volleyball team began its 2009
season by traveling down to
J\'1emphis and winning three
of its four matches at the
Christian Brothers University
(CBlJ) Invitational Tournament.
The Tritons played doubleheaders on both Friday
and Saturday, against teams
from different areas of the
country. It's safe to say, U j\1St. Louis more than held its
o"\-vn.
"We're really ready to get
going," Triton head coach
Trent Jones said, before
the team left for rl/femphis.
"There's going to be some

good teams down there. But
we really believe we can go
3-1, maybe 4-0 down there.
But we're going to have to
play well to do it."
On Friday, the Tritons
easilv won both their matches. First, they took care of
j\lderson-Broaddus of W'est
Virginia, three games to one
in an early afternoon contest.
Then later that evening, -MSt. Louis dispatched Ouachita Baptist of Arkansas, three
games to none.
Outside
hitter
K elsie
Rankin, so phomore, undecided, and middle hitter Erin
Higgins, sophomore, early
childhood education,
er
the standout players in that
first match.
Rankin led all attacking
playe.rs 'W'ith 12 kills on 24

attempts, while Higgins added 11 kills on 23 attell1pts.
Teammate Kayla Kinzinger,
junior, education, directed
the Triton offense ",rith 34 assists.. \nd Carolyn Holstein,
junior, business, paced the
M-St. Louis defense ",ith a
career-high 21 digs.
gainst Ouachita, Rmkin
was one of three Triton
players to finish with a
match-high eight kills. Sru:ah
Eisnaugle, senior, art history/ graphic design~ and Liz
Cook, junior, education each
had eight kills for the Tritons
as well.
Kinzinger had 17 assists,
hile new teanimate Samantha Martle), junior, biolog:
added 16 :lSSlstS to lead the
M-St. LCluis passing. And
Holstein nearh' matched her

career-best effort from earlier ,-vith 20 digs.
The first match on Saturday didn't go so well for
the Tritons. They lost three
games to one against Northwest Missouri State.
Thf-St. Louis started well,
winning the first game 25-20.
But the Tritons were unable
to sustain their play, and lost
the final three games and the
match.
Against the Bearcats, Higgins led three UM-St. Louis
pla -ers in double-digit kills
",rith a match-high 15. Rankin
and Eisnaugle added 11 and
10 kills, respecti' ely for the
Tritons..
Kinzirf'ger played almost
the entire match and posted
a match-high 40 assists, \vhile
Holstein added 16 digs.

The difference in the
ll1atch though, was play
around the net. Northwest
:Missouri hit a .357 clip, while
UM-St. Louis hit a dismal
.268. The Bearcats also held a
10-2 blocking adyantage..
In the final game of the
weekend, against host school
Christian Brothers, th€ Tritons looked like a much more
focused group. U1\1-St. Louis
came out firing from the start
and ne\ er reall looked back,
on its way to a three games to
one WlH.
Christian Brothers came
into the match having ,yon all
of its previous contests, including a victor over Northwest M:issouri earlier in the
da: . But the Buccaneers simply had no ans, ' er for Triton
middle hitter, Weslie Gaff,

sophomore, accounting.
Gaff set a sizzling pace,
with 12 kills on 19 attempts
and no attack . errors. Every
time Gaff went on the attack:
it seemed Christian Brother
either couldn't or didn't want
to defend it.
UM-St. Louis' Cook led
all hitters in the match with
13 kills, thanks in part, to the
brilliant passing 0 Kinzinger, who posted a :match-high
41 assists.
C(\\'e'ye got a bunch of
good players," J nes said.
\\'Te're still working to find
that right mix.'
The Tritons v.lli host thett
home opener this Tuesday;
Sept. 4, when crossto\vn rival
fissouri Baptist 'will visit the
1 fark Twain Building for a
p.m. match.
C

Women's soccer is moving up, ready for the season to come
~

ANTHONY PADGETI

Asst. Sports Editor
The soccer season is almost upon us and the women's soccer team is optimistic
about the upcoming season.
The Tritons are looking to
rebound after a disappointing
2008 season where the team
went 6-11-1.
The head coach quit right
before the season started.
Tom Champion became
the temporary head coach,
but had no intentions of
staying on for the next season.
The team did not play to
its full potential due to these
distractions off the field.
The women's soccer team
will not have such off-field issues, as there is a brand new
face at the helm of the women's soccer team this year,

Bobby Lessentine.
Coach Lessentine, or just
''Bobby'' as his players call
him, is the third full time
women's soccer coach in
UM-St. Louis history.
For the last four years,
Lessentine was the head
coach at Rhodes College in
Memp>his.
The coach made quite a
name for himself by putting
up what some would deem
remarkable numbers and receiving numerous honors.
His record at Rhodes was
an impressive 50-17-8. Lessentine's team was ranked in
the top ten regional and top
25 national rankings all four
years.
, He led Rhodes to its first
conference title in 17 years
and the school's first NCAA
Division III tournament appearance in school history.

Lessentine was named
league Coach of the Year
twice during his tenure and
was chosen as the NSCAA
Division III South Region
Coach of the Year last year.
In addition to having a
brand new head coach with
an outstanding resume who
is coming off his best year yet
as a coach, 17 letter winners
are returning to the team, SL,{
of which were starters.
One of the returning
players, goalkeeper Hannah
Sayre, sophomore, business
marketing, is looking to pick
up where she left off last season.
In 2008, Sayre played a
total of 14 games accumulating over 1,200 minutes of
play time and only allowed an
impressive ten goals all season, while making 55 saves
and posting three shutouts.

The ayerage goals that teams
scored against her in a game
were .714, which ranked her
fifth in the conference.
Sayre, ,-vho also ranked
fourth in the conference in
save percentage last season at
.846, says that she owes it all
to her "great defense."
"They are why I don't get
scored on a million times a
game," Sayre said.
The starting goalie for
th team .is not set in stone.
The other goalkeeper for the
te~ is Amy Bohm, senior,
business marketing.
.
f "Both goalies are playing
very /weU," Lessentine said,
"and it's exciting to watch
them, push each other to be
better.
I
'Yo be successful you have
got l to have depth at every
position."
Lessentine also comment-

AHMAD AUURYYED I THE CURRENT

The women's soccer team trains at Mark Twain field.
ed on the transition from last
year to this year.
''We are going to change
our style from how we played
last year," he said. "(\X'e'll)
play more high pressure and
attacking style.
This will help us not only
create more scoring opportu-

nities, but also help us to play
to our potential."
UM-St: Louis was voted
eighth out of 15 by the head
coaches in the recently announced GLVC preseason
poJl.

See WOMEN'S, page 13
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eteran players back to lead men'ssoccer
~

MATTHEW B. HENRY
Staff Writer

81.0550

•
•

•

The University of Missouri-St. Louis men's soccer team kicked off its 2009
season this past weekend
- with a game in Kirksville,
1\,10., against Truman State.
The outcome of that game
'was not known at press
time. Whatever that game's
final score, the Tritons are
focused on having a successful 2009 campaign.
The team is in really
good physical shape,:"> Triton head coach Dan King
tated. "They came back
prepared t stri
to unprove on last ear's reco r whi h was one of our
goals."
In 2 08, UM-Sr. Louis
had a 6-10-2 re ord and finished 12th in Great Lakes..
alley Conference play.
Thi season the Tritons
hope irs 16 returning Ie t er
v. inl1ers and seven returning starters will help the
team move up in the standmgs.
-1 think they are prepared to strive to reach that
goaL''' King stated.
Of UM-St. Louis' 16
returning pIa ers, ten are
seniors. That makes the
Tritons one of the more
veteran teams in the league
this year. King believes his
many semors are a group
worthy of being trusted.
"We've decided that it's
their team," King said. "W e
v. ant to build a team concept with this group, especially. The seniors have
taken control."
One of the senior leaders that King is relying on
is center/back Ryan Vines,

AHMAD AUURYYED !THE CURRENT
UM-St. Louis Men's Soccer Team Scrimmaging at the Don Dallas

Field last two weeks.
senior business administration. A 5'11 defensi e
specialist, Vine i, according to King, "one of the
best marking backs in the
league. n
me' job every time
the T rirons take the field is
to _defend the oth r team's
best offensive player. Vines
underst nds that duty and
a epts that challen ge.
"I have no doubt if I
have ro mark anybody that
I can shut them down,"
Vines said.
Another player UM-St.
Louis will be relying on
this season is midfielder
Chris Clarkin) senior, accounting. Clarkin is a fourrear starter for the Tritons
and was team captain last
year.
Midfie1der Andy
Schaul" senior, biology, is
a "dedicated role player"
King cited as another impOl'"tant player this season.
King also stated that
midfielders Ryan South,
senior, business administration, Blair Spencer, senior,
business marketing, and
Paul Hummel, senior, liberal stiIdies, will be counted
on heavily.

The trio has known each
other since tenth grade,
w hen all wer e students at
Glenwood High School in
Chatham, ill., Glenwood
went 48-2-1 during their junior and senior years, and
won a state championship.
The Tritons hope that
long standing relationship
among th three will translate to c he ion on th e
field.
""v</e know each other
and how we play," South
said.
Other veteran returnees to the team include Joe
Randazzo, senior, media
studies, Matt Burch, senior,
business Danny Muesenfechter, senior, media studies, and Eric Pitlyk, senior,
accounting.
Among the underclassmen expected to make major contributions are Johnny O'Mara, sophomore,
business marketing, Adam
Giesegh, junior, accounting, Tim Boruff, sophomore, accounting and Kyle
Wogtech, junior, nursing.
See MEN'S, page 13
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Men's soccer said to finish lOth in GLVC preseason poll
~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

The University of Missouri-St. Louis men's soccer team was picked to
finish tentp. in the recently
announced Great Lakes
Valley Conference pre-season polL
UM-St. Louis returns 16
letter winners, including
seven starters to this year's
. team. Coming off a 6-102 campaign last year and
a 12th-place finish in the
league, not many GLVC
coaches 'were willing to
predict great things for the
Tritons in conference play
this year.
For the second consecu-

tive year, Northern Kentucky was chosen the favorite to claim the GLVC
Men's Soccer Championship. In a vote of the
league's 15 head coaches,
Northern Kentucky collected 190 total points and
10 first-place votes.
NKU returns 14 lettermen and eight starters including NCAA Division II
Player of the Year Steven
Beattie. He is from a squad
that advanced to the National Semifinals last year,
and edged Lewis for the top
spot in the polL The Flyers
collected 180 total points
and tw o-first place votes.
They w ere followed by
defending GL e cham-

pion Rockhurst, which finished third in the vote with
174 points and two firstplace votes. The final firstplace vote went to Drury.
Drury finished with 153 '
total points.
finished
Indianapolis
fifth in the voting with 127
total points and is followed
in the poll by WisconsinParkside (125 total points) ,
Bellarmine (124\ :Missouri
S&T (110). Quincy (101),
UMSL (66), Southern Indiana (66), Saint Joseph's
(58),
illinois-Springfield
(5 6), Kentucky We.sleyan
(27) and Maryville (21). The 15 member institutions will compete in
a 14-match round robin

conference schedule and
the top eight teams in the
league standings will adance to the 2009 GLVe
Tournament
which
is
sche.duled to begin on Nov.
1. The highest remaining
seed following the quarterfinal round will host the
GL VC semifinals and final
on' Nov. 6 and 8, - respectively-.
UM-St. Louis will begin
play in the GLVC this Sunday, when they will visit
Indianapolis for a 5 p.m.
kickoff. The home opener
for the Tritons is Friday,
Sept. 11, when they will
host Saint Joseph's at Don
Dalla§ Field. Kickoff that
eening is 7:30 p.m.

2009 GlVC M en's Soccer
Preseason Poll

School (Record)
Total Points (1st Pl . ~ Yotes)
1. N. Kentucky (16-3-4)
_- 190 (10)
2. Lewis (14-1-4)
100 (2)
3. Rockhurst (16-1-4~174 (2)
4. Drury (10-7-3)
53( 1)
J. Indianapolis (6-7-4)
127
6. UW-f>arkside {&-u-3)
125
7. BelJarmine (12-9)
124
8. MissDuri S&T ( -9-4)
110
9. Quincy (9-6-2)
101
10. UMSL (6-10-2)
66
11 . S. Indiana (8-1 0)
66
12. St. Joseph's (7-10-3)
58
13.111. Sprinfield (10-5-3)
56
14. Ky. Wesleyan (0-17)
27
15. Maryville- (7-11-2)
21

GLVC Coaches Pick Women's Soccer to Pinish Eighth
~

CEDRrc WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

The University of Missouri-St. Louis women's
soccer team was picked to
finish eighth in the recently
announced Great Lakes
Valley Conference pre-season poll.
UM-St. Louis returns 17
letter winners and six starters from last year's 6-11-1
team. Despite their record,
the Tritons made their 11th
straight trip to the GLve
T oumament. They hope
for a deeper run this season.
Wisconsin-Par kside,
which won the GLve
championship. last year,
was unanimously predicted

to repeat as champ in 2009
by the league's 15 head
coaches. UWP received 14
of 15 first-place votes and
196 total points to outdistance Northern Kentucky
and Quincy, who finished
second and third, respectively.
Northern
Kentucky,
which garnered the final
first-place vote, finished
with 176 total points. Quincy tallied 174 total points
to :finish third. Drury,
Rockhurst and Indianapolis finished fourth through
sixth, respectively, separated by just two points.
Drury grabbed 144 total
points, Rockhurst collected

143 and l JIndy snared 142.
Bellarmine finished seventh with 120 total points,
followed by UM -St. Louis
(98 total points), Lewis (95) ,
Southern Indiana (76), Missouri S&T (73), Kentucky
Wesleyan (46),. Maryville
(37), Saint Joseph's (33),
and illinois-Springfield (22).
The 15 member institutIons will compete m
a 14-match round robin
conference schedule and
the top eight teams in the
league standings will advance to the 2009 GLve
Tournament. The tournament is scheduled to begin
on Nov. 1. The highest
remammg seed following

the quarterfinal round will
host the GLVC semifinals
and final on Nov. 6 and 8,
respectively .
UM-St. Louis will open
ItS season Friday, Sept.
4, when it travels to Allendale, Mich., to take on
Grand Valley State at 4
p.m. Two days later; the
Tritons will begin GLVC
play, ~ hen they 'll visit Indianapolis for an 11 a.m.
kickoff.
UM-Sl:. Louis' home
opener will be Friday, Sept.
11, at Don Dallas Field,
when the Tritons will host
Saint Joseph's m another
GLVC contest. Ki~off
that evening is at 5 p.m.

Ge
Umm ....

2009 GLVC Women's Soccer Coaches'
Preseason Poll

School (Record)
Total Points (1st Place Votes)
1. UW·Parkside (16-3-4)
196 (14)
2. N. Kentucky (16-4)
176 (1 )
3. Quincy (12-7-2)
174
4. Drury (10-7-3) ·
144
5. Rockhurst (10-6-3)
143
6. Indianapolis (11 -5-2)
142
7. Bellarmine (10-8-1)
120
8. UM5L (6-11 -1)
98
9. LeWIS (6-1 0-1 )
95
10. S. Indiana (5-11-1)
76
11. Missouri 5&T (7-8-2)
73
12. Ky. Wesleyan (7-13-1}
46
13. Maryville (9-11-1)
37
14. St Joseph's (1-15-1)
33
15. rH. Springfield (4-8)
22
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"I t takes time to go from
the middle of the conference ,
to the top," he , said. ''1 want
to take the program to the :
top of the conference, but it'
'will take some time."
The season officially be-,
gins for the team on Friday, '

Sept. 4, when they will play at
Gr~nd Valley State.
, The gflffie that every 'fri,t on needs 'to mark their cale~ for is on September i 1. '
That night, the Tritons will
play their first home game
of the season at Don Dallas

"1 have a real strong feeling about this team this year,"
Wogtech said. ''Team chem-,

the area and has three players
in the Pierre Laclede Honors
College.
~'We're out here working
hard," Schaul, a 2008 Academic All-Conference selection, said. ''We want to show
what we have. And it would
. be great to have some support out there (from the) students (and) faculty."
UM-St. Louis v.rill take the
field next, this Sunday, Sept.
6, when it visits GLVC riyal Indian:tpolis for a 5 p.m.

Field, against confe~enc~ ' rI- .
val St; Joseph's, at 5. p.m.
"1 hope that playing at '
home will be an advantage
for us with both the familiarity with the ' playing surface
and having great crowds,"
Lessentine said.

MEN'S, from page II

istty is better than it's ever
been."
The Tritons also became
a closer unit through their
community service efforts
and b~ pushing each other to
work harder in the classroom,
which are both clear athletic
department objectives.
King made it a point to
mention that his squad served
at soup kitchens throughout
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Triton hoops fun this winter
~
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CEDRIC WILlfAMS
Sports Editor
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match.
The Tritons' home open~r
is Friday, Sept. 11. That evening, Ulvf-St. Louis will host
St. Joseph's' College, at Don
Dallas Field, at 7:30 p.m.
''Each season is a process," King said. 'CYou don't
know what road you're geing to take until you get on
that road. \X/e're anxious to
get on that road and get going. We're ready to beat up on
someone else."

33-267

.®RadioShack.
RadioShack.com

VISIT ARADIOStW:K STORE NEAR WU CAIFlJS;

LiKfJ Mmt Pa:e
4135 LmlIIBIwI.
StUxis
AI: 314-534-2910

Ceddie savs ..... it's gonua
be a whole lot of fun following the University of
Mjssouri-St. Louis basketball
thi . . e r.
I knOVl i s only fall, and
there are other UM-St. Louis
teams that are jus t getting
their seasons started right
now. 1 can't help but be a little fired up for UM-St. Louis
hoops this season.
The Triton women bring
back. almost everybody from
last rear, including long range
sharpshooters Kristi \j;l.Ute,
Kelly .Mi tchell, and Lindsey
Ransome.
Don't let last season's 7-20
mark fool you. The Triton
women were about as dangerous a team as any in the
region during the final month
of the season_
That team, made up mostly of freshmen and sophomores, learned a whole lot
by competing in one of the
toughest women's basketball
conferences in the country.
This season, head coach
Lisa Curliss-Taylor has got a
bunch that's ready to hit the
floor with as much fire and

pa ion as she does.
It won't 001 r be about
Fortified with one of the new guys this season.
the program's best recruit- The Trit n men bring back
ing classes ever, the Triton an awesome backcourt with
women have their eyes on leading scorer and point
making the postseason. Most guard Beaumont Be:tsley and
regional hoops experts seem high-flying combo guard Jerto think the. - are gonna get emvErown . .
there.
You remember Beasley.
On the men's side, the He's that fiery kid from KanTritons are truly going be a sas City that will not back
new look squad. The pro- do'\vn from anyone.
You
must
remember
gram graduated six seniors
from last year's 14-13 team, Brown. He's the former miand Coach Chris Pili had to nor league baseball player
do some scrambling to find who wanted to get back into
quality players to fill out the basketball. Then he came to
roster.
UM-St. Louis and immediI'm told that until UM-' ately became the best athlete
St. Louis athletics makes an on campus.
official announcement, I
Guards Ryne Bechtel and
shouldn't name names (you Ryan Lawrence, along with
can find the new players 6'9" Adam Kaatman are back
names on the umslttitons. as well.
com website though). Let's
Add in the fact that the
just say the coach found him- GLVC had a best-in-theself some real good playeI'S:
. nation nine teaf!ls finish with
They are some "straight ··' winning records last year,
up ballers." That is how my . including six that made the
link,bro_would say it.
NCAA Tournament, .a nd
What I can tell you about there's no . doubt, UM-St.
the new guys is several of Louis plays in the best D-2
them have local ties and men's basketball league in the
championship
credentials country.
to go along with their sweet
That's high quality basketlong-range jumpers and sick ball, every night, from bo!;h
crossover dribbles.
the m~n's and women's game.
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(LEFT, BOTTOM RIGHn Nothing More, a rock band based out of San Antonio, Tex. performs their
new album at the Beach Party Friday at Oak Hall. (TOP RIGHT) A student rides the mechanical bull
while others wait for him to lose balance and fall. The Beach Party was the final event of Welcome
Week, sponsored by the University Program Board.
The MTV Beach Party at Oak Hall is a mainstay of the
beginning of fall semester at the University of :Missouri-St.
Louis. This year there was indeed a beach party at Oak Ha.1L
but the MTV aspect was absent even though students at the
event continued to refer to it by its old name.
"We usually have a couple guys from 'The Real World' come
out, but this year we gota band instead," said Katie Magraw.
''The show ['The Real World1 isn't as popular as it once
was, and so they aren't touring like they used to, so tonight we
have Nothing More." Nothing More, a rock band based out
of San Antonio, Te-xas, headlined the event. .
. The beach party began at 7:30 p.m., and for the first two
hours, a steady supply of free hot dogs and soda kept students
coming out to the pool on the first level of Oak Hall. Soon
a mechanical bull---a pool party tradition that goes back to

the first event in 2006---was set up. From the moment it ~as
ready, the bull ~as the main attraction with crowds of students
cheering on the participants.
"My friends are trying to talk me into [riding the bull],"
Ralph Jenkins, sophomore, business administ:ration and accounting said.
While they may not have been success~ many others
were. Some students took it upon themselves to adamantly
encourage their friends to jump in the pool, whether they saw
it coming or not.
''This is a new flavor on campus; and I think people are
opening up," Keith Darris, junior, graphic design said.
Once the band ,took the stage the focus shifted. No.t hing
More made no initial announcement but instead dove right
into a pounding opening riff in which one member rode a

driving rhythm on large booming drums while another member used a metal trash can to punctuate the rhythm. The band
played through sets of their own songs as well as a cover of
Katy Perry's summer hit "I Kissed a Girl," which drew enthusiastic applause.
The missing ''Real 'World" crowd was not the only difference in this year's party. A s~dden 5:30 p.m. downpour had
the organizing staffers unsure if they would even be able.to go
through with the event.
'We were out here wondering if it would clear up in time,
but we figured that even if we lose a lot of people because
of this we're still going to do whatever we can for whoever
comes," Magraw said . .

See BEACH PARTY, page 26
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IW(jS .offers recycled clothes·
~

JEN O'HARA
Staff Writer

:Many people are saving
mone) any ' way they can by
taking adyantage of special
offers, such as lowered ticket
prices for movies, sales at
grocery stores, . and through
government 'programs such
as Cash for Clunkers.
The University of Missouri-St. Louis was doing its
part .w hen it held the Backto-school Recycled Clothing
Sale last Thursday.
Gently used clothing and
accessories were offered,
ranging from shorts and tshirts to \vinter coats and
shoes.
Most items were priced at
$5 Ot less. Outerwear, such
as ","inter coats and hoodies,
were around S1 5 each. A bargain rack was filled 'with mis-

cellaneous apparel marked at
$2 per piece.
The highest prices were
on the designer clothing,
with labels such as Nautica,
Men's 'Xrearhouse and Ralph
Lauren being priced at about
$25.
\X,1Ule going green may be
enough of a reason to recycle
clothes to the public, there
was a more altruistic angle to
the event.
According to Dr. Kathy
Gentile, director of the Institute of \vomen and Gender Studies, the proceeds are
going into scholarships and
other programs her department sponsors. All unsold
clothing and accessories will
be donated to local organizations that help victims of domestic violence.
''\Ve can shop and feel like
we helped at the same time,

and the prices are great,"
Pam Spreen, business manager at the Thomas Jefferson
Library said.
In addition to shopping
for a good cause, the sale was
an opportunity for students
living on strict budgets to
buy inexpensive attire.
Senior Diana Jones was
quite excited in finding a
great deal on pants.
"It's a very good cause and
the prices are very fair,"Jones
said. "These pants were originally $159 and I'm getting
them for SS! TheY"d be great
for a job interview. The only
thing is I wish they had more
hip or modern clothes."
''Everything is great-the
event, the prices... I just think
they should have more styles
of clothes," H yoyoung Lee,
foreign exchange student
said.

Students could shop at the Back To School Clothing Recycle Sale Friday.
Many people donated articles to the sale, from faculty
and students to the chancellor and state senators.
Even though it is a new
event, the Recycled Oothing Sale saw an estimated
100 people ,,"ithin the first
three hours of opening. Most
shoppers made 'positiye re-

marks and left with several
new articles for their wardrobe.
Gentile would like to hold
the Recycled Clothing Sale
more frequently.
'1 think it would be great
if we could have an ongoing
space here on campus where
we could sell recycled clothes

every \veek or every other
week," Gentil said. "I think
it would be beneficial to not
only the Institute of Women
and Gender Study programs,
but also to students here on
campus who simply can't afford new clothes."

sit us online at www.thecurrenonline.com
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Expo2009 show
off student orgs
Story by Brian Crayaaft • Features Editor
Photos by Jennifer Meahan• Stiff Photographer

Blue skies and a few high
clouds looked down on the
fall 2009 E xpo held last week
in the shaded confines of the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis quadrangle.
Booths representing over
60 student organizations
were situated among the
trees, and a mild temperature
in the low 80s brought many
students out to peruse what
the groups had to offer.
''The purpose of the event
is to ' get new ' students and
current students involved
in student organizations,"
Marcel Scaife, senior, public
policy, said.
He was working at the
booth for the event sponsor, the University Program
Board.
''We get all the organizations together so that everyone has the opportunity to

see all the organizations and
get involved on campus."
IYIany different types of
organizations provided information about themselves
hoping to get students involved in their activities.
Krystal Wilson, Juruor,
communication, was working alone in the Gospel Choir
booth as gospel music from
behind her added its voice to
the sounds of the Expo. Wilson is a transfer student from
Webster University andpresident of the choir.
''We have about 15 members-it's a growing choir.
We have our annual fall
concert coming up, and we
perform different church engagements," Wilson said.
She was, of course, hoping to entice new members
into the choir. How many
members does she want? ''A

lot," ~ 'ilson said. For~ or
fifty singers would be fine
with her.
Peers Advocating Smokefree Solutions was hoping to
fire up some interest in their
cause.
''We wanted to put together a pick-up-yoltt-butts type
thing," Ethan Chou, president of PASS said. \Vhat is
the smoke-free solution?
''We are looking to push towards a designated smoking
area," Chou said. ''We have
a proposal that we sent in to
the powers-that-be."
Greek life was well repre- (LEFT) More than 80 organizations set up at the Expo Wednesday on The Quad. The Expo was
a chance for students to get involved with the various orginizations that operate on campus.
sented at the Expo.
(TOP RIGHT) Tee Ryan, graduate student, provides cotton candy to UM-St. Louis students while
Two women were standrepresenting Building Operations. (BOTTOM RIGHT) Students learning about the school's various
ing in front of the booth for organizations.
'
the Alpha Xi Delta sorority making conversation with . community within the UMSL love doing community ser- ing said.
passersby.
community. We do a lot of vice, and we also go to all the
Why should a new student phi.lariihropy work, and we games on campus," Natalia
Read more at
join their sorority? "It's a do events on campus. We Thomas, sophomore, nurs- www.thecurrentonline.com
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Who Should Be Our Next Faculty "Spotlight?"
You Tell Us!
VvWW. thecurren tonline. com

thecurren ttips@umsl.edu

·Cultural psychology professor.
hopes to broaden student views
~

INTERVIEW BY SEQUITA BEAN
Asst. Features Editor

Dr. 'Matthew Ta:rlor has been assistailt professor of psychology at the niversit) of lissouri-St. Louis since 2006. Althouo-h he is neVi to the lJJ\'1-St. Louis family he has beconie
popular among his students and peers. His teaching style combines humor with cross-culrural
scenarios for learnino-. As head of the 1fulticulnu:al Research Lab, Dr. Taylor reseru:che_ the
mental health of minorities, multiculrural psychology and frican-American e.-xperiences . .ltith
raCl lll.'
Tb~

Cun; nt: Tr7Jat spa,.kBd.JoIIT illtnest in AjriCt1JI _-11!Jmrall

ID..petit lJU,i

]J..ith fadS!l! and raci.al .rocioliW-

fiun

Dr. Iatthew T a: ,lor: I ve al a: been intrigued both. p en;on all ' and p rofe sionall. v.rith how
people learn about race in the U nited SL'ltes and what it means to be a pe.r on of color. I'm
interest ed in the messages we get about v; ho we are as indiyiduals and as a group. Some of the
messages that come d own from b road r cultural sources mio-ht no t be nll that Eavo ble. I v'e
:.llwars been intrigued with how families peers and other ntities have kind f ocialized u and
given us information knowledge and mes -ag about who we are and ho\ - \ve're supposed to
be. _ s for re.-xperiences with racism], racism these days has changed a gre.at deal. I t i 0 0 Ion
the m·-er post civil V; 'J r, KKK [era]. \\'e've mo"\ed beyond that, but the reality i. -dlat racism i
still around. This is where the work of mictO-aggression comes in. :Micro-~
in \'cry subtle, racially-based tones, which is taking place more llOW than before.

TC: DonJOJfr 0 11.'11 (i'Jllhtrai ilk/diD' bt1/p YOlr tl1Jdcrstalld tbe t ' JPoinfJ qf

'ollr tut sll~jl'd.f?

1\ IT: To some extent it gi\'es me a. sta_rting point having gone throu 1 a ilUmber of scenarios
persQnail, but I don't tlUnk that you have to match what your participants have galle through
racially and co!tur~· to.be sensitive to that. I dunk it jll5.t takes someone who is compa sionate and lUlderstandbng .b ut certainly having first -hand experiences with these things does help.

TC:

the

MT: I think i needs to be done. ~ hen it comes to
most recent election, we have made
man) strides but I also think that there is s·till a lot of \'\ ork to be done. Despite the fact that
we ha'Q'e a new president who is a person of color, he represents a very small percentage of
Americans. There are still some people who are weighed down b the yoke of racism and discrimination in this countt). \Ve're not quite post racism yet, obviously it is less of an issue ...
but it doesn't mean it's completely gone.

CHERA MEYER / THE CURRENT
Matthew Taylor, Ph.D., in his office inside Stadler Hall. Dr. Taylor's many responsibilities on campus include teaching Multicultural Issues in Clinical Psychology and Cross-Cultural Psychology.
MT: As cliche as it sounds, I really enjoy interacting v;.---ith the students. It is a two-way street; I
learn so much from them and their clifferent perspectives. The students at [lTIvf-St. Louis] are
good representati es of e-.:r eryday people.

TC: IOU rt cntlfti),ollT doctoraL degree ;11- c/i.,nazlpSJ,cholog)'from UM-St uJllisin 1997. rf7~)' didj'oJI (boo.
tba-f program?

TC: Tl hat doYOII hopeJ 'Otlr students take PJJ!ClJI]i'Ontyour courses?

~rr:

~IT:

I wanted to come to a big city and I knew I wanted to do work 'with minority popula~ons,
so "hen this opportunity was offered to me; I thought it was a good thing. I also wanted to '
be in a large, public university that \: as urban and had a population PULt was more in step with
the city.
.
.

TC: Jf.i bal is]oJlr jallorz'tB thing about teaching at UA1-St. Lotfi .r?

I want them to understand that there is a big world out there. I don't want them to think
one \Va is right or ",crong. Different doesn't mean v.rrong, different means different. \,;' e all use
different len.se to look at the world and it:' imp rtant t recognize that there are a lot of diffetences in people out ther--e. Each one is "alid to some extent. If you're going to share time
and space with people.,. you hav'e to undetstand something about them. If we can do that, tllen
we're more likely to get along bettet.
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What's your favorite movie in theaters?
Let us know!
VlWW.

thecurren tanline.com/ messageboard

Gallery Visio'sla est xhib-t meshes art wit a s
~

ERIK BRUNER

John Vogi founder f S uth ~Iesh" brings together proCity's Bungalo -tuffio pre:1s, fes sional and tudent gr phic
niversitT of i\Iiss u ri St.
design in all of ' ts tylized,
There is nothing more . Louis' own assistant protes- modernistic, and o m ew-hat
appealing than subculturesor
f art ' Jennifer McK- grung - C;\fI\'1Z glory.
media turned art.
"W'ith the growin graphic
night, Billy Baumann and
Gallery Visio opens this Jason Teeg arden-Downs of
design department in the fine
arts building, _everal des'gn
semester with just that - an
C hicago-based Delicious DelmpreS!'lYe
collection of sign League, as well as everal students w re in!
ted in
g raphic design pieces from
having a similar sh w," aid
M - St. Lows students.
St. Louis and Chicago artThe art exhibit sponsored Sara Arnold, Visio director
i:t specializing in silkscreen and arrang ed by Gallery of las t ear's " jn1Posters.'
reall .
p ints. The exhibit, "Children Visio and UM - St. Lows'
"'But w h at th
IGA student chapter \\' :1.
o f the Me h ' i' a s tunning
want d '.vas a show fea turing
ray of ur an- q ue screen e e cuted beaucifull. ;n time students a ~-eU
rofe st r ,m ak
prints 0: ~Hed in a proc
~ r last " eek s opening rec pknox n o fficiall ' as seri~apby cion Thursda.y evening.
The xhibit f a tured ar t- the produ ction technique
Partly inspired by la t ists satisfy almo st ev ery taste
popularized by p p~ artists Y r's "imPo sters
exhibit, .. in the circle f Polid - "t d esuch as nd' arh l.
h ich featured student proign. Daniel Kha:ng, aD artist
"Children' features colmotio nal d esigns fo r fictionand student at ~ l- t. Lows
al bands, ('Children f the co ntrjbuted an . '. -cat-chinolections fro m local ani
b
Staff Writer

¥""

I

CHERA MEYER !THE CURRENT

Ga"ery Visio's "Children ofthe Mesh" was an exhibition with only student submissions:
poster of b old black words
on a charn-euse green background that say
uccinctiy
"Sometime . u ha e to look

your reality in the eyes and
denT it.'
e'ye been working on
this since last s mester

Khang, graphic design, senior said.

See VISIO, page 21
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"Octahedron" aims below Voltas
furious stadards, scores direct hit
The Mars Volta, brainchild of Omar Rodrigez-Lopez and Cedric Bixler-Savala, are
perhaps the least likely Grammy recipients
of the past decade. Their latest album "Octahedron" w as released on June 23, 2009. The
band is performing at the P~geant, 6161 Delmar, on September 8,2009.
Rodriguez-Lopez has called "Octahedron"
his " acoustic album." While there 'a re sporadic moments of acoustic, this term refers more
to the lack of ten-minute breakneck
progressive metal rants that were
commonplace on Th1V's astonishing previous album <'The Bedlam
in Goliath." It v.ras that record that
earned the group the Best Hard
Rock performance 2009 Gramm
Av. ard, the first time the band w as
eyen nominated. They have grown
steadily in popularity over the past
six ears, evolving from a fringe group whose
mention was likely to draw blank stares to the
bnd of group that packs an auditorium at S3 5
at ticket.
The group, which has cycled through man~
ather members and is now holding at a total

o£ seven, can come off as cerebral. They are
much more concerned with the morbid and
the fantastical. Their stream-of-consciousness
lyrics and tendency tQ include (and use as
track titles) bizarre terminology serve to mask
their core as storytellers, albeit most ~acabre
and convoluted storytellers. Choose, at random, any track and it is a safe bet it will sound
h""ke something between calc lab shop talk and
the fictional language of a sci-fi novel's alien
race.
The band's tendency to place
their honky-tonk space metal alongside anything from a dreamily melodic ballad to a Spanish c1assicalguitar piece often gets them tossed
into the "defies categorization" pile.
While this is partially true, there has
not been a band so furiously freeform r et strangely acces ible since
Pink Floyd. The NIars Volta is simultaneous1y
too reminiscent of their influences and too
coherent in th.eir own s tructural narrative to
be considering 'genre-Jes "

Also in Theaters
District 9. A South African sci-fi ~de \1,Iitb a cast unknown this side of th~ pond
bas become this sufnri:ier's surprise hit, and for good reasonS. Spot-on performances and
deft directioll that suggests the filnWl.akers know they're telling a gOCDq story create terrific
·emertainment. A -~ The Current's Secret Movie jnsider. Read our review at www.!hecur-

rentonline.com
Inglorious Bastereds. Our pick of the w eek. Quentin Tarantino's love k~er to tjle unapologetic violence of explQitation films .of the '70s via a revenge-fantasy version of \Xiorld
\,'ar II. Elegant, 1nY~ntive, and urunissable. A+ -- The Cm-r.ent's Secret ~M.ovie / fJsider. Read

our Te'"vie'"tlJ at ·w·ww.thecurrentonline.com
Julie and Julia. Fluffy like pastry, and sure to delight some just as much. For the rest of
us, wurth five curious minutes when it hits cable so long as nobody else is in the room. C

-- Tbe CmTent's Secret Movie Insider
Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince. Finall. the' the) 'll neyer top The Prisoner
of Azkab<Ul" crowd and the ' the r'll never top the Goblet of Fire" crov.d can agree that
they rapped "The Order of Pheonix," bur still lack the, et, magic of the series' best moments. B _. The Cta-rent's Secret .Movie Inside?·
Ponyo. \Xbat to say when agt eing with Rand 0 0 ). Patty Gu . that "Pooyo" is fit leasure
and a \V n J er: "Yes, ~1iyazaki i a liYing Jegend. Did ) ou know he hand draws his animatioo? Oh, Spirited Away j ' de finitely h' , masterpiece." ow off ~ ou go, my child. A .. 17,e

See OCTAHEDRON, page 20

Iglu and Hartly fire :up Firebird
~

ANNA MARIE CURRAN
News Editor

Iglu and Hartly, a rapr ck/alternatiye pop band,
was formed at the University
of Colorado in Boulder, Colorado. It 1s made up of Janis
,Lwderson
(keyboard,
vocals), Sam Martin (vocals
and ke) board , Simon Katz
(guitar, ,Luis Rosiles (drums),
and Michael Bucher (bass).
The band is now based in
California and signed with
Iercury Records (m the
United Kingdom) in 2008.
Iglu and Hartly released their
albw'n ,. & Then Boom" in
the United States on ~.fa) 5
of this' year. The album was
first released in the United
Kingdom on September 29,
2008.
IgIu and H~tly performed
in concert here on \Xiednesday A~oust 26, at the Fire-

.

Ctlrrcnt's Secret Mcn.l'ie Insider

bird, 2706 Olive Street.
In their ripped jeans and
tank tops, Iglu and Hartly
took the stage at the Firebird around 9:45 p.m.\\7hile
.One" ould not say the Firebird was packed) or even
crowded, the twenty or thirty
people present witnessed a
phenomenal show.
Iglu and Hartly's music
sounds like a fusion between
the Beastie Bo) s, The Red
Hot Chili Peppers and a synthesizer. Singer Jarvis Andersoo of I&H bears striking
resemblance to RHCP lead
singer Anthony Kiedis.
This reviewer must admit
to not quite e};.-pecting the
caliber of performance that
Iglu & Hartly brought to the
Firebird.
The
few
pre-concert
songs were pretty good on
the iPod. «Pretty- good" does
not normally translate into a
ground-shaking, musically-

enlightening, crowd-beggingfor-additional-songs set. The
show felt like it should be at
an amphitheater in front of
thousands rather than a dim
lit bar off of Olive Street before a handful of fans.
Throughout the concert,
the band played numerous tracks from & Then
Boom" including their top 5
UK hit song, "In This City."
«In This City" is a song one
hears and instantly realizes
}ou ha e heard it everywhere,
its catchy beat and originality
ensuring that it is played over
and over at clothing stores
and on the radio.
One can appreciate Iglu
and Hartly's mO\~e of not
playing the song that the
meager audience was likely
most familiar v.rith last, instead choosing a lesserknown work to close the
concert.
For the last song, Iglu and
<C
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ITUNES TOP 20 DOWNLOADED SONGS

Ha.rt1y, in a trademark move,
pulled the entire audience up
onto the stage to dance and
sing, while .Anderson, Martin and Katz moved off the
stage to '\ here the audience
had formerly been standing.
After the concert the band
stuck around and talked
with fans before sitting down
for an interview with the
Current.
While "In This City'" is
probably the band's only
claim to fame in the United
States of America right now,
expect that to change soon,
at least ju~oing on their performance on \~ednesday) .
After hearing Iglu and Hardy
on CD and then in-person,
this reviewer can say with
certainty that Iglu and Hartly
is a band that no digital track
v.;]l eyer do justice. For the
full experience, catch them
live and be on the lookout
for their soon to be released

.I

01 Party in the USA
Miley Cyrus
02 I Gatta Feeling
Black Eyed Peas
03 D.own (Feat. UI
Wayne)
Jay Sean
---05 Run This Town
Jay Z
07 Use Somebody
Kings of Leon

09 Hotel Room Service

04 Whatcha Say
Jason DeRulo
06 Fallin' For You
Colbie Caillait

08 Good Girls Go Bad
Cobra Starship
10 She Wolf
Shakira

Pittbull

11 You Belong With Me
Taylor Swift

12 Send it on
Disney's for
Change

13 One Time
Justin Bieber

14 Boom Boom Pow
Black Eyed Peas

15 Say Hey (I Love You

16 Fire Burning
Sean Kingston

Michael Franti

17 Love Drunk
Boys Like Girls
19 Big Green Tractor
Jason Aldean

18 Obsessed
Mariah Carey

20 21 Guns
Green Day
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Breaking through the hadows

'Woodstock' focuses on blend of emerging cultures

An exercise in "Metroidvania" excellence available through download only
~

ANDREW SEAL
Staff Writer

Let me be forthright:
"Shadow Complex" doe s not
live up to its name. It is neither shado\vy nor complex.
That's not a bad thing at all,
because it is incredible and
exciting.It is incredible because the game is a technical
marvel.
Developed by Chair Entertainment using the Unreal
3 Engine, "Shadow Complex" is one of the most
gorgeous Xbox Live Arcade
games in existence. The controls are tight and refined,
and the game play is intense
and compelling.
It is exonng because
"Shadow Complex" is such
a revolutionary game. The
game is entirely 3D but is
presented in more of a 2D,
side-scrolling format akin to
that of the old Metroid or
Castlevania games.
However, the game is
more than a next-gen update
of its forebears. The game
is chock full of innovations
that elevate the genre to
something new, something
more.

For example, quite a few
shootouts ha\'e the player
shooting into the screen,
making the experience more
than just two dimensions.
One o f the hallmarks
o f ".i\rIetroidvania" grunes
is exploration, and Shadow
Complex has it in spades. A
massive, spra.wling map had
this reviewer boggling ,vhen
it ,vas learned at one point
that only 50 percent of it had
been un-cQ\"cred.
Sadly, though the script
borrows from the works of
writer Orson Scott Card, as
"Shadow Complex" is somewhat of a side story to the
Card novel
"Empire,l' the story is perhaps the most lackluster part
of the game. It stars a young
man nruned Jason Fleming
who, while hiking ,'vith a girl
he barely knows, stumbles
upon a hidden flJrtre:;~$ \'vithin
tlle mountains.
The girl is kidnapped and
the story is about as cliched
as you ,yould expect after
that. It stems Chair knew
that. The story is not what
drives the game fot\vard, it
is the gameplay, pure and
simple.
It is quite an exhilarating

experience. Though the various power-ups are essentially
retreads of pmver-ups from
Metroid, it is the things J Ou
can do with that that are incredible. People are already
finding unique ways of using the foam gun (think ~\'Ie
troid"s ice beam) to bypass
entire areas of tlle game.
One of the things this
,,'Titer found immensely enjoyable was the hyper-speed
power-up, which :1UOWS one
to blow past enemies ,md obstacles at, well. hyper speed.
The game does a great job
wi th the pacin& making gaining each power-up feel rewarding and exciting.
On top of the main campaign, Chair also added in
something called «Proving
Grounds." It is a series of
time-attack maps. Some are
yety challenging. The others
are down- right ,vicked.
The game is pretty revolutionary. The best part, perhaps, is that it is only a downloadable title, not a full rer.lil
release . It is only available on
the Xbox Live Arcade for
1200 1-1icrosoft Points (that
is 15 in real money) .

See SHADOW, page 21

OCTAHEDRON, from page 19
Yet "Octahedron" is going to disappoint a fair group
of ThfV fans, since it is produced and performed in an
altogether more polished
manner. The first track (and
US. single) "Since \Y./e've
Been Wrong" is, from its title
on down, distinctly non-Volta-esque. If it were not for
the guitar landscaping and
the fact that it is a shameless retreading of their own
brilliant "Televators," from
their first full-length arbum,
"De-Loused in The Comatoriwn," it would be barely recognizable as TIvIV. The song
is not much good except as
introduction to the band for
non-fans.
The same can essentially
be said for hvO other tracks

on the eight-song album,
"Luciforms" and "Cotopaxi." Standout moments in
"Halo of Numbetals," and
"Teflon" are punchy and
accessible, reIll1mscent of
''Amputechture''s
''Vermicide," but they do not keep
well past the fourth or fifth
go-around. This is a sad fact
considering that TMV has
always excelled at the construction of albums that reward repetition and reveal
unexpected satisfactions over
time.
A lone track, "With Twilight as my Guide," elevates
itself to the band's highest standards. The song is a
haunting masterpiece that
showcases exactly how tightly
BL"Xler-Savala}s trademark vo-

cals and intricate harmonies
can underscore RodriguezLopez's deft song'-1tTIting.
Beyond ''T'Wwght,'' "Desperate Graves" is probably the
most promising track. Like
"Numbetals" and "Teflon,"
it would be a breath of intense fresh air were if it to be
played alongside most all current rock songs.
Unfortunately, The Mars
Volta has built up far too
impressive a portfolio to get
away with offering anything
much less than an astonishing journey to the ,edges of
emotional and cerebral reality. "Octahedron" is not much
less but, by aiming to give
their listeners a treat, they
have ended up giving them a
break. 8- -Chris S telPclrt.

Photo courtesy of www.focusfeaturespress.com

Demitri Martin (right) stars in 'Taking Woodstock,' inspired by real events that lead up to the
~

CATE MARQUIS
A&EEdftor

The documentary "\"'{,oodstock" showed us the music,
mud, and happy hippie mayhem of the huge outdoor
concert that became an icon
of the peace-and-Iove 1960s.
car-winning
director
:\ng Lee's (Taking '\ oodstock" tells different" ersioo,
a comic real-life tale about
the local organizing of the
iconic concert.
This is the concert's backstory, focused less on its famous musicians and flower
children fans. It is focused on
a down-on-its-Iuck Catskills
motel run by a Jewish immigrant couple and their
son. The locals seized an
economic opportunity that
transformed them and the
imagination of the nation.
The Taiwan-born director,
whose works include "Brokeback Mountain,''' creates a
'vibrant, colorful and playful film, with lots of laughs,
ironic twists and an ocean of
heart. "Taking Woodstock"
is a trip, and a real slice of
Americana.
Woodstock actually did
not take place in Woodstock,
, N.Y It had a hard time finding a location, as few local
, communities were eager to
have a bu;1ch of hippie musicians show up to par ty in
the grass. This opened the
way for an unlikely series

of events, chronicled in the
memoir on which this film is
based.
Despite its
grandiose
name, Sonia and Jake Teichberg's EI Monaco "International Resort and Bar
:Mitzvah Center' was a rundown motel on the edge of
tiny Catskills town. Their
college-educated
interior
designer son Elliot (Demetri
. Martin) moved back to help
his Jewish immigrant parents (British actors Imelda
Staunton and Henry Goodman) run their ramshackle
resort, which is in dru1.ger of
foreclosure.
Once Elliot hints on the
idea of bringing the \Voodstock festival to the little
\Vhite Lake, a whole army of
organizers and fans invade
tlle resort and the sleepy
to~n to the delight of some
townspeople and the outrage
of others. Mrs. :feichberg is
in heaven as the money rolls
in. The motel becomeS the
staging ground for the festival organizers, who invade
with an army of carpenters,
accountants, electricians and
producers, all with bags of
cash and in need of a place
to stay.
A delightful cast of characters round out this comedy,
including locals like Emile
Hirsch as 'a stoned, flashback..:prone Vietnam veteran, Jeffrey l)ean M organ as
his right-,ving brother, \vho

leads the local opposition to
the festival, and Eugene Le,,;."
as dairy farmer Max Yasgur,
whose green, rolling pastures
become the festival staging
grounds. The festiyal brings
"invaders," such as the gifted
Israeli aetor Liev Schreiber as
drag-queen, ex-Marine, security guard and Paul Dano as
a acid-dropping hippie. The
actors all bring their A- game
and the ensemble keeps the
comic ball in the air.
This is not a concert film
and we do not see any famous musicians. The music of Woodstock plays in
the' background. The visuall bright film captures the
Woodstock experience from
a participant's view point,
with the long lines on the
narrow country roads, ten ts
and VW buses with psychedelic paint jobs. It is as good
a sense of really being there
in the crowd as one is likely
to .get.
"Taking
Woodstock"
takes place at a cultural crossroads, not just between rural
and urban life. It took place
at a time when anti-war sentiment was building, the gay
tights and feminism were
on the horizon, drug culture
emerged and rock and roll
was in ascendance, Ang Lee
takes all these cUlture-clash
elements and crafts a very
funny, sly and thoughtful
slice of Americana at a pivotal cultural moment.
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VISIO, from page 18
''I'm really happy with
how everything's come together."
St. Louis artist John Vogi
submitted a sizable collection
of mostly band promotional
posters made for groups with
a taste for eclectic, understated harmony.
With an instantly identifiable style of muted, two-tone
printings accentuated with
intricate patterns of deep
black lines, Vogl's screen
printing work is an icon of'
local design.
Jennifer McKnight's subnutted work plays a lot \vith
empty space and minimalist
figures.

One of her pieces, titled
"Mary Kelly," successfully
takes a mostly white page,
small negative-space letters,
and what resembles the random splashing of an ink blot
test and turn it into something elegarit. '
'\\.'hat makes "Children of
the Mesh" even more satisfy. ing is that almost all of the
prints on display are for sale.
''I'm going to buy one for
my apar~ent," says Megan
Hill, Uf-.,1 - St. Louis Student
Life staff member, "But I
can't decide which one."
In addition to the exhibit, there will be a screening
of the documentary "Died

Young, Stayed Pretty" by
filmmaker Eileen Yaghoobian.
The film profiles the recent underground indie-rock
poster movement in North
America.
Presented by . AlGA and
Gallery Visio, the screening
will be at 7 p.m. on September 2 at Visio.
Yaghoobian will be present after the film.
Gallery Visio is located in
the lower level of the Millennium Student Center, bet\X'een the Nosh and the Pilot
House, and is open Monda)
- Thursday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SHADOW, from page 20

Hey You!
Wannta be this happy?
Join us at 1rhE <rurrrnt!
We need a Business Manager
and Opinions Editor!
Send your cover letter and resume to
thecurrentjobs@umsl.edu

Saying it is a steal for S15
is putting it lightly. It packs as
much content into the game
u.s many full retail game~
have, and for a quarter of the
pnce.
This reviewer simpl . cann t recommend this g me

enough. Bur it now.
At its heart, "Shadow
Complex" is a game-changer. Not only does it forever'
change the field of downloadable games, it also revolutioniz s the 'j\ 1etroivania"
genre forever.

Nintendo and Konaki
may have created the genre
but Chair has perfected it.
It v.rill be hard to go back to
the same tired old Castle\-ania graphics. You hear that,
Konami? You are on notice.

l ues: Karaoke
Wed: Ladies' N-ght 9-cl
M-F: Happy Hour 3-7pm
Located in downtown St. Louis at
1320 Washington Ave.

st. Louis, Missouri 63103
(314) 241-8885
www.flanneryspub.com

Hours
Sun· Wed: 11am - 1:30am

Thurs .. Sat: 11am - 3am
(Kitchen closes at 10:00pm)

~
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Unsigned editorials refled th€l majority opinion of the
Editorial Board. Signed opinions articles reflect the
opin1ion of the author and not necessarHy those of
The Current.

I
Texlingban
doesn't go far enough
For decades, laws have been in place banning reckless driving, driving over the speed limit, driving under intoxication
and countless others that seek to promote safety behind the
wheel. The newest addition to the collection of dri\'ing restrictions in Nussouri (and in 21 other states) is lav.' that bans
driving while "texting." But no orries if you are legal, the law
only applies to the 21 and under crowd.
Indeed, texting while driving leads to an increase in carelessness behind the wheel and numerous accidents. \Vhat is
difficult to understand however is why age is relevant. I texting while driving. at an . age, condonable?
In his press release on August 28, (the da " the law went into
effect) Governor Ja NiJ on expressed that the la\'V was geared
to protect the under 21 drivers.
Nixon said, "This change in the law to ban texting will help
protect the safety of these less experienced drivers, their p:lSsengers and other motorists."
If texting while driving is as bad as Governor ixon claims)
then why not make it a blanket ban, and "protect" some of the
other demographics?
Put a Blackberry at anyone's fingertips and he or she is
likely to h'l'.-e their r action time diminished, no matter how
many years they have spent behind the wheel. Is it a driver's
inexperience that leads to increased accidents or the fact the
focus is n a two-inch screen instead of the road?
Those in favor of the bill claim the age restraint was put in
place because the 21 and under demographic has the highest

omu.
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rate of accidents. Howe,"er what sort of message is being sent
if we sar it is acceptable to text as on :lS a dri.ver hits the ripe
old age of 21? \'\"hen the 21 and up bracket become the next
demographic w-ith the highest percentage of accidents (thanks
to their newly found power to text and drive) \,,'ill the law become that only those under 21 can text ;U1d drive?
Another irk orne point of this law is that it seems to imply that the 21-plus crowd is less inclined to text while driv-

iog. ge discrimination an) one? In the growing sphere of
technology it is foolish to assume that a person of an age is
incapable or disinclined to pick up the mini ke} board while en
route throughout the day.
While a good first effort at jrnproving safety on the road,
there seems to be a lot of room for improvement, starting
w-ith getting rid of the assumption that older generations are
any safer testing while driving "than the young-ins.

Suffering in silence: how to learn from tragedy
Some of you may remember the tragic incident that
occurred in June when a student took her life by jumping
from the top of a north campus parking garage.
The suicide was announced in a campus-,vide
email sent by Maureen Zegel
from the Office ~f Student
Affairs.
The e-mail, two sentences long, read as follows: ''A
UMSL student committed
suicide on campus today.
Until the family has been

notified, no names or other
information will be released."
Being that it is now August 31, it can be assumed
(rightfully) that the family has
been notified, and yet no further information, not even
the name, has been released.
Although the name is not important, for the University to
send out an e-mail about the
suicide and never mention it
again is irresponsible.
Considering that the student committed suicide on
campus, during the day, and

in view of other students, the
University should have done
more to address the issue.
This could have been done
by offering special counseling sessions to students who
may have seen the suicide
happen or who knew the
student who committed the
tragic act.
It is also generally unhelpful not to address the overall
Issue of suicide, considering .that other students may
be suffering from suicidal
thoughts and need help. If

the University shares Th
Currmi's concern for such
students, the,' should take
measures to ensure that such
an incident does not happen
again.
. Although there are outlets on campus such as the
Health, \Vellness, and Coun~
seling Services where students can get help, the University has not promoted nor
shared their benefits to the
campus in response to the
public suicide.
Shocking as the suicid~

was, the University took a re- ing for the surviving family
active stance by sending out members.
such a brief e-mail and then
However, suicide is a pubsaying nothing further,pos- lic health concern and when
sibly hoping that the event someone commits suicide on
would simply pass from ~ampus in broad daylight, it
memory.
affects the entire campus.
It could be possible that Students at UM-St. Louis are
the family requested that the aware that the suicide hapUniversity not publish the pened.
The University should
name or any other information after they were notified have taken a more proactive
about their family member's · stance on the issue in the
death.
hopes of preventing such
This is understandable, as a tragic incident from ever
a suicide can be heartbreak- happening again.
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Solution Found for Failing Economy The Surrender of Intellect
~

(HERA MEYER

that? I know of lots of people
who enjoy marijuana-stuWith the economic CrI- dents, parents, grandparents,
sis 'T, e are in, researchers
teachers, CEO s.~ e'\ en lawyers
ha\ e been looking for more and politicians. Television
ways __c\mericans can gener- sho\\ s and movies ha, e no
ate income and stimulate our problem showing characters
economy. One option that taking pleasure in marijuana
seems to be overlooked is the as if invere common knmddecriminalizat;ion of canna- edge and an e\ er~ da occurbis ~lDd possible benefits We rence, W HICH IT IS.
could get from it.
Why is hemp illegal and
Our earliest founders used
nor just marijuana? The an\ arious forms of cannabis in . s\.. er is so simple it makes me
their everyday li\'es. George wlithe with anger.
Washington once told his
It looks wo much like
farm manager to "Make the marijuana. I think it is ridicumost YOU can of the Indian lous that such a thing that
hemp U1ashish] seed. Sow it could help millions is not
eve:y\\'here." Thomas Jeffer- legal because of its appe-arson also cultivated cannabis.
an-ceo
Benjamin Fr:mklin, who
\~1 at benefit are S5 cisrarted the hrst paper mill, ated v;-ith cannabis? _ f.a.r.idid so using cannabis exclu- juana is n o t the only form of
cannabis. Various form- of
siwly.
Nothing has changed with
hemp are also included in the
the plant, yet our ci\rilization category.
seems to think that dlOse
Did you kno\" that hemp
can be used to m ake paper,
who enjoy are criminals. I
bet our founding fathers are plastic-like material, toiletries,
cloth, and even fuel? The rerolling over in their graves
knowing how we criminalize cent financial activity of our
those \\'ho participate in d1is nation is looking for \\ra~-s
to answer this recession and
aCtIVIty.
arious Acts from the come up \.vith some ne,
1920s and 1930s ".vere passed sources that not onl~' help
in order to ctiminalize mari- make mone), but also create jobs. Legalizing cannabis
juana and its use.
Ar first, it \\',lS metel~' a would solve a lot of these i5re"ellUe-producing sUeS.
simple
Cultivating hemp to make
move. As the years ,vent by,
states were encouraged to products we use e:'\.rery day
,,~ould not only soh'e the
impo ~e punishment to those
' '''ho were caught enjoying its mone' and job problems,
benefits. \Xlhat is so "\\''Tong but w"e might also be able
to saye some of our fo rests
"\\-ith it?
I ve h ard the :lrguments from destruction. Animals
that it is a gateway drug lead- would ha\ e homes-homes
ing to the abuse of other that ,-, -ould ha\Te otherwise
been destroyed! So many of
substances, but how valid is

~

Proofreader

JASON BE(KRING
Staff Writer

our e'\-ery day belongings and
habits can be made of or fueled b T a product of hemp.
We can use hemp to create
matet·ial necessary to build
sustainable hom s and office
buildings that are ae~ th etical1y plea ing and strong enough
to endure earthquakes and
home fir
Plastic-like m ateli aJI can
be made from hemp, too!
Biodie cis produced from
hemp can help decreas our
dependence on foreign oil,
not to mention the actual neces.sin· of it.
For the many p eople who
are jobless or 1 o king f, r a
better-paying position, look
no further than hemp. The
bes t solution r et the onl}'
one . not co nsider d. I can't
help but be disappoint d
that our leaders have b een
so blind to the opportunity
hemp ca n offer.
Fm now, I guess we 11 just
hav e to keep polluting the air
with our vehicle emiss.i 11.s
and simultaneou'l:- killing innocent animals by kno ckin
dO\, n d1.e trees that provide
them their h on1 .

Intelligence is the accolade that any institution of
learning yearns to birth and
nurture. The death of this
child is frequently scripted
b legislation. Bureaucratic
slang constantly raids tl1e
cupboards of nourishment
[hat intellect relies on for
growth. Education is left
with onl\- a feast of crumbs
to snack upon for strengili.
N ow as we sit in this state of
unhealthiness, more legislation is attempting t ) interject
itself to tarnish the shine o f
,l,-hateyer vigor that we do
p se . How are \\'e to sincerely pr m ote the attainment o f
-1 dge if we allow ignorance to be practiced
parallel to it? The wielding
of weap ns upo n any educational campus will be a preci e image of our deficiency
of logic. "e are smarter (han
that
We have heard the sounding ammunition from each
side o f the battlefield, identifyio
the dynamics and
intensity of each individual
repo rt that v.'C hear. \'X 'e haye
listened to the automatic rep-

mo

etition furiously tiring tl1e
second amendment at its
opponent. We cannot ignore
the booin of thunderous
declarations that continuously echo the words, Virginia
Tech and Columbine. Wle
hear no rustle of white flags
"\\.'aving in surrender arnid
their cry for self defense. \Yje
have heard pleading replies
tl1at this \'vould only allmv for
more acts of violence. They
have professed their crisis
with tl1e screening of those
that would brandish the firearm. They have begged for
unders tanding of why such
complaint upon crime would
then opp e any idea that
\Vi uld help to allevia te the
inft ction. The batde is loud
and th b ullets are effective:
on boili sides but \vho shall
hold vict ry? Is their diplomac\' to be found?
I t is 01) feeling tha t there
is no compromi se that wo uld
satisfy both armies. The division of principles is an ocean
in proportion.
The tw militias will ne,Tcr
find common gro und that
they can walk upon because
th eir ideals are immo able
be eroded,

EXTRA! EXTRA!
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leaving no opportunity for
the sifting of shared soil.
One soldier raises a p assive fist towards peace 'while
the other clenches his around
a lethal trigger. Both soldiers
proclaim a valid argument,
but I must lean tmvards the
match of non-viole~t. It \V2S
more the gift of l\1artin Luther King than the fo rce of
Malcolm X that delivered
equality so many decades ag o ..
My further objection is to
the articles of the proposed
legislation. The bill also
sought to decrease the age
limit to a mere t\venty-one
years.
I must wave my hands in
furiou s protes t. As we ob serve the exhilaratio n of freedom that rhe age rep re~ents
we also are a witness to the
virus of irresponsibility that
exists within it. The binging
of alcohol, the fatalities of
intoxicated motoring, and
now ,ve would add a loaded
weapon.
I recall my O\\.'n activities
of debauchery :.t the age and
a loaded \1.'eapon would not
h~1\-e been a wise companion.
I offer my apologies, but w e
are merel~ older children.
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Be Careful Before You Jump on the Vegan Bandwagon
~

AFTON ANDERSON
Copy Editor

2008 The things our generation find cool are so ironic to me. I think it is good
young people are beginning
to care more about the food
they eat, especially seeing
how artificial preservatives,
junk food, high fructose
corn syrup, and other artificial sugars ar flooding our
markets. Altho.u gh vegan lifestyle is thought to be healthy,
many of the vegan "treats'
you find in stores like \Vhole
Foods are comparabl) unhealthy in different way s, like
artificial sugars. It is alarming
to me is how people are so
quick to jump on this vegan

lifestyle bandwagon. I think
it may be more fitting to say
people are trying to jump
on the vegan bandv:<l.gon.
Many people that attempt to
convert to a vegan lifestyle
without the right help end up
malnourished, fatigued, and
hungry: I feel that this lifestyle is extreme and anyone
wanting to indulge should
seek professional medical
help.
The term «vegan" was
coined by Donald Watson in
1944. He coined this lifestyle
because he sought to take
a stand against animals for
food, clothing, or any other
purpose as "vell as denouncing all products derived v:hol-

ly or partly from animals.
There are many who are
vegans because they feel the
war to treat animals is inhumane. I am tot.1.lly okay \vith
that. However, I am. not convinced at all that everyone
can be healthy "Without any
animal flesh or animal byproducts in their diet. There
are simply not enough long
term studies on the effects
of veganism to convince me
otherwise. There are some
whose bodies can sustain this
diet. I do see, however, the
mounds of ethical debates
on people being brought to
suit for killing babies and
children by limiting their diets to vegan foods only. This

is even more inhum.ane than ing a supplement does not
killing an animal for con- mean that your body will
sumption in my opinion.
absorb it .. Some people can
I have read several studies absorb th.e se supplements,
that suggest vegans may suf- some people cannot.. I am
fer from a lack of bone den- - also not convinced that these
sity over time, which makes supplements are good permanent substitutes for evit easier to break bones.
W'omen, who suffer from os- eryone, especially for vitamin
teoporosis more frequently B12. This vitamin is essential
than their male counterparts for cell di\.;sion and blood
formation and is a common
anyway, are particularly vuldeficiency in vegans.
nerable. Then again, we are
all wired differently. We have
I am not saying vegandifferent genetic predisposi- ism is bad or that there are
tions, and this makes some not healthy vegans. I am
people more easil) affected saying people should not be
so quick to cut out multiple
b) the absence of so man}
food groups from their diet food groups without doing
than others. Supplements are extensive research. I have
just that supplements. Taktried to conduct research

on it. I have found this task
very difficult despite my scientific background. There
are just not very many long
term studies on its affects. If
you choose to be a vegan, do
so with the help of medical
professionals.

Blogging and Journalism aren't mutually exclusive
~

ANDREW SEAL
Staff Writer

Earlier this 'ear, I finally
" m de it' in the world o f
gaming joumali m.
Naturally, I was excitedreall) excited. After four
r ears of re\iewing video
games for different publications, I had made it to the
big time: a company sent me
a review build of a game before it hit store shelves.
Gone would be the days
of me waiting in a line at 12
a.m. to buy a game only to
race home and beat it as fast
as I c0uld in order to be able
to publish a timely review.
I could finally take my
tinie and enjoy .a galne, assured that I had a week or
two to play and then leisurely
write up a review a few days

b efore street date.
Now, the Federal Trade
mmi sion 'o uld like to
tell me that u nl ss I m writing
that re, ' \v fo r a dedica ted
media ud t like The urrm/,
then I'm not being 'truthful"
to my readers.
The disci sur rule, of the
f''TC's "Truth in . dvertising'
guides are what roused the
government body to take a
closer look at bloggers.
The Commission is looking into blogger legitimacy
and whether or not their reviews are influenced by free
review copies.
Oddly enough, the FTC
doesn't appear to care that
free review copies are how
the mainstream media has
been doing business for-years
and years. It's just bloggers
that have been singled out.

I myself, in particular, feel
thre tened. \Vby?
Instead of is -uing simpleto-follow -and-und e s tan d
rule~ the "Truth in
d ertising' guides only h ave example' to _: lain the is ues that
tl1ev're concerned with. And
n e of tho exampl is me.
I quote:
'Exampl T
A college student 'who has
earned a reputation as a video game expert maintains a
personal weblog or "blog"
where he posts entries about
his gaming experiences.
Readers of his blog frequently seek his 0plDlOns
about video game hardware
and software.
As it has done in the past,
the manufacturer of a newly
released video game system
sends the student a tree copy
of the system and asks him

·He's happy because he's had his
dose of ~hc (torrent today.

Have you?

to \,,-rite about it on his blog.

carne

He tests the new gaming y -

iS11 t cl

tern and writes a fa,oorable
reView.
The readers of his blog
are unlike!} to expect that he
has received the video game
ystem free of charge in exchange for his review of the
product, and given the \i~UUe
of the ,-ideo game system,
this fact would likely materially affect the credibility they
attach to his endorsement.
Accordingly, the blogger should clearly and conspicuously disclose that. he
received the gaming system
free of chatge."
The thing is, I don't entirely disagree. I think mat
a reader's audience, be it on
a blog or in a newspaper,
should know where the reviewer's game/movie/book

from. Transparency
bad thing.
The FTC is trying to draw
a line of distinction bertveen
bloggers and journalists.
For those like me, however,
that are both journalist and
blogger, the prospect of the
govermnent stepping in and
telling me m t blog-style news
site isn't journalistic is a tad
scaty.
What's also troubling me
about this is that the FTC
is calling out just bloggers
on this issue, and not mainstream media as well.
By differentiating between
bloggers and journalists, the
FTC is creating a slippery
slope.
Depending on how far it
goes, it's a road that could
e~d with the federal government deciding what makes a

journalist-as in, who can be
and who cannot be a journal.ist.
The FIC is creating an
entirely new set of rules for
those they don't deem journalists, and that's not good
at all.

Read more online at
thecurrentonline.com
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RA NBOW RANTS

FOREIGNER'S CORNER

Time for a national transition

Understanding the holy month of Ramadan

.. AMY BELLM
Staff Writer

iUthough I firmly believe
the gay community as a whole
is misunderstood, there is
one group that tends to stand
out as most misrepresented.
The ttansgender community
has not experienced the exposure and acceptance of the
rest of the queer community.
.Most of the gay community
has had their "gay icons," if
you will, since the 1990's.
Gay, lesbian~ and bisexual
role models have been present and active in both the media and the community. Gay
men had Elton John, lesbians
had Ellen and Rosie, and bisexuals. had Ani Difranco.
Transgender icons have not
been as pr.esent in the mainstream media until fairly recentl 1'. Think "Trans .America" or even '~ip Tuck. 11
Just to be clear, "trans" is
a general term that includes
tt::ansgender and ttanssenI.al
people. These individuals
tend to diverge from their
given .s ex and/ or sex roles.
Some, but not all, will undergo some sort of sexual reassignment surgery.
The trans community has
been discriminated against
not on!) by neo-conservative
religious types, but also by
their own queer community.
In 200
the Employment
on-Dis crimiru. tion
Act
(El "DA) was posed to Congr.ess. If passed, it would ensur.e legal protection for diffetences in sexual orientation
ancll gender· identity. \x7hen
the bill seemed as though it
would not be passed, gender
identity was removed.
This bill, although clearly
leaving out a major group
of people, was still backed
by the Human Rights Cam:paign. The campaign that
prides itself on inclusive poli-

cies still backed this bill with
the sentiment of C'at least
some won't be discriminated
against." The bill died in the
Senate even v;rith the exclusion of trans peoples.
Up until this point in
time, I had the utmost respect for the Human Rights
Campaign. The group is the
most well known and publicized queer organization in
the nation. \Vith an equality centered message, how
could this organization back
a bill that left out much of its
membership?
According to the Human
Rights Campaign \vebsite,
"HRC envisions. an America
where lesbian, ga , bisexual
and ttansgender people are
ensured equality and embraced as full membe(s of
the American family at home,
at work and in eve!) community."
Instead of sending one's
money to support an organization that will leave out
members to ensure others
their rights, find a different
organization whose inuegrity has not faltered. Funding
has been and continues to be
cut from organizations that
could use some help. The
National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force. stopped backing
ENDA in 2007 when trans
peo.ple where removed from
the bill. I'm sure they would
be. more than happy to. take
your donations.
ENDA is being pushed
again in Congress, as it has
eveq year since 1994. Trans
people ru:e included in the.
bill. If the bill seems to turn
sour, will it -still be backed
by the Human Rights Campaign? Hey HRC, what will
yo.U do this year to ensure
safety in the workplace for all
of the queer community?
For more informatio~
visit hrc.org.

~ SOFI seCK

Photo Editor
The more I talk to my
fiiends about this holida~
the more I realize how misunderstood Ramadan truly
is.
In light of this and Ramadan starting this week, I have
decided to share v;rith you all
that I can about why we fas t
Simply put, fasting during Ramadan is one of the
five pillars, meaning it is one
of the five most basic acts a
Muslim has to do. It is part
of our fundamental belief
sJ tern.
Ramadan is the ninth
month of the Muslim lunar
year, which is celebrated by
fasting for 30 days.
Because the Muslim calendar is lunar rather than solar, the month of Ramadan
moves through the. year.
Thus, sometimes if falls
during the winter when the
days are shorter.
Other times, it falls during the summer when the

days are longer.
Not everyone fasts during this month, as With anything, there are exceptions.
Children under the age of
puberty, the sick, travelers,
pregnant ~'Omen and nursing mothers, people who
are mentally challenged, the
elderly, and women \vho are
menstruating are aU exempt
from fasting.
Those who are temponu:il)' unable to fast must make
up the missed day after Ramadan, or feed the poor.
Although we cannot eat
or drink, fasting is so much
more then that. Muslims
are called upon to use this
month to check their lives
in light of Islamic guidance.
We are to make peace v;rith
those who have wronged
us, reinforce ties v;rith family
and friends, and change our
bad practices.
\X!e are to clean up our
lives, our thoughts, and our
feelings during this month.
This means not onl~ fasting
from food and drink, but

LETTER TO HE EDITOR
In the August 24th article "The health care debate
rages on ..." Bridget Ryder
cites a figure of 46 million
uninsured Americans. This
oft-quoted statistic is actually a gross overestimation
'Of the problem, as recent
research suggests the number of Americans who cannot current!) afford health
insurance is much lower.
A new stud) by Dr. June
O'Neill, who served as Director of the Congressional
Budget Office from 19951999, shows that nearly half
of those uninsured Americans could likely afford to
purchase health coverage.

These individuals have incomes at least 2.5 times the
poverty level, v;rith the average "voluntarily uninsured"
household making $65,000
per year.
\Y/e should not rush into
the creation of a nev.-; expensi'-e healthcare system
v:ithout a better undersunding of the uninsured
population.
As long as we continue
basing our arguments on inaccurate numbers, it's hard
to see how we can make effective policy decisions.
Sincerely,
Kristen Lopez Eastlick

from evil actions, thoughts,
and words.
Before going to sleep
each night, special prayers
are made in which passages
of the Qur'an are recited.
TIus is in addition to the
normal five prayers recited
each day of the year.
Therefore, lasting is not
merely physical, but is rather
the total commitment of
the person's body and soul
to the spirit of the fast. We
believe that fasting brings us
closer to our spiritual side.
It ",vas in the month of
Ramadan that the Holy
QUr'an "was sent dov.rn
from heaven" and revealed
to the prophet 1vfuhammad.
During this month, the
gates of Heaven are open,
the gates of Hell are closed,
and devils are chained up in
Hell so they cannot tempt
believers on Earth into
wrongdoing.
This is a big part of why
Ramadan is a holy month
for us.
To be honest, it is very

difficult not eating during the day especiall in the
United States.
In my country, the restaurants would be closed during
the day and everyone is fasting, so it's a bit easier.
For me, Ramadan is not
about eating and drinking,
it is a spiritual quest. It is a
time for me to focus my energy on what is really important.

It is a rime to better myself through my beliefs. I
look forward to this year's
journey.
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Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Other rates vary. To
- p'lace an_ad, please send your ad (40 words or less)T your na.me, and student
or employee number to thecurrent@umsl.edu, or call 516-5316.

BEACH PARTY, from page 14

100 ANNOUCE.!VIENTS
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your announcements, including legal announcements, wedding announcements, lost & found items, and
much more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today!

Your class~fied ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your transportation needs, including ads selling cars, trucks, vans, campers, boats, trailers, motorcycles and
more. Call314-516-53~6 to place your ad today!

3{)O EMPL O

r

l EN T

Research Associate - Special Education. The Center for Adolescent Research at the
University of Mo-Columbia seeks a full-time or part-time research associate to parti-cipate
in research activities in St. Louis area high schools. For Job description go to: http://hrs.
missouri.edu/find-a-job/academic/position/090094/
GradersfTutors Wanted
A west county Mathematics and Reading learning center is hiring part-time graders/tutors
helping children ages 3 to 15. We offer flexible schedule, fun and rewarding working environment. Interested cahdidates please caU 636-537-5522 .

400 FOR S. L E
Your classif!ed ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your selling
needs, including textbooks, clothes, pets, computers and much more! If you need to sell it, sell
it here! Call 114-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad today!

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classifIed ads for people advertising
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring,
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad
j oday!

600 RE "1
Your-classified -ad here! The Current is happy 'to offe-r' classified ads for people advertising
rentals, including apartments, houses for rent, roommates, those looking to r~nt, and much
more. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad today!

700 MI8CELlA

EOU_

FREE AEROBICS! Aerobics & Spinning classes are FREE, SEPT. 8-12 at the Mark Twain Rec Center! . Check the Campus Recreation website for a schedule and more info- www.umsl.edu/services/
recsport.
BOWLING ANYONE? Join Campus Rec's BOWLING DOUBLES League (Wednesdays, 3 ~305:00PM, Sept 16-0ct. 21) at nearby North Oaks Bowl. Only $2/week for 3 games. 2 people per
team. Register in the Rec Office, 203MT, 516-5326.
CAMPUS RECREATION! COME PLAY WITH US! UMSL Intramural COED VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER
(Indoor & Outdoor), and FLAG FOOTBALL Leagues. To play, sign up in the Campus R~_c Office, 203
MT. Deadline is Thurs, S-ept. 10.
- Tutor wanted for UMSL-nursing student. I want an upper classperson to tutor me in the
Assessment Lab 20 Minute Final Test-Out. Rate will be $1 OO.OO/hour plus much more! Respond
to matthewbhenry@gmail.com

I

Supplies of food and
soda were gone long before student s finished their
games of twister on a bouncy-castle version of the
game set up by the U niversity Program Board. Along-

side the fence" other students frequented the tables
where the UPB was offering free shirts emblazoned
with "University Program
Board Welcome Week" as
well as a clearly visible tag

with the sh.-irt's. s.ize near
the b~se of ~lie shin.
T he event was the culmination of Welcome Week
during which- the UPB
hosts a string of free events
and mixers.
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Comics

...AS TRAGEDY

II

STRUCK, THE
FRUIT WAS
SENT INTO A
STATE OF PANDAMONIUM.
THEIR VERY WAY

OF LIFE WAS

BEING THREAT-

ENED ...

by Chris Stewart & Anna Marie Curran

This Year in Movies (So far... )
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ACROSS
' 1. Night at the _ _.
I Stiller versus ...displays.
4. The long awaited adaptation of
Alan Moore'sepic saga.
7. Kirkand co. took to the stars. For
the elventh time.
9. Disney and Pixar's latest hit.
10. CliveOwen versus Julia Roberts..
Yeah, weforgot about it too.
14. I
You Man.
15. Apatow'slatest.
J 16. The sixth installment of this boy's
life series arrived mid-summer.
18. Nick Cage versus ancient prophesy. Oh yeah.
19. This is what happens when your
parents don't love you.
20. Surprise comedy hit with ' the".
Hint: Vegas.
21. Depp VS. Dale.

b y Gene Doyel

~OWN

1. Sci-fi ftick about Earth'sfavorite
satellITe.
2. The
Traveller's Wife.
3. The fourth Terminator instaUment's name..
5. Neil Gaiman'sdream-fantasy
about agirl.
6. Worst movieever, according to
Anna Marie.
8. CliveOwen verus abank. Yeah, we
forgot about it too. With "the"
9. The _
. _. Truth, R-rated rom-
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com.
11. Sandra Bullock is still alive? And
stili in romantic ~omedies?
~2. Michael Bay'sexplosive sequel to
his mechanized 2007 hit
13. My Bloody
. In 3D.
Enough said.
17. Disney-based epic doc.
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* (Easy)
by Jessica Keil

~ Aries
(March 20 - April 19)

C) Taurus
(April 20 - May 20)

IT Gemini
(May 21 - June 21)

§ Cancer
(June 22 - July 22)

Sincerity will be key in all your
dealings this weeki so be
straightforward.

Don't let others rush you into a
decision. Don't act until you/re
sure of your choices.

Calmness and patience are your
friends, so don/t worry if life is
slow. Instead, enjoy the lull.

Luck will find you this week, so
don't be afraid to take chances,
but remember to start small.

cSt. leo

n:p Virgo
(Aug. 24 - Sept. 22)

.n. libra
(Sept. 23 - Oct. 23)

nl Scorpio
(Oct. 24 - Nov. 22)

It's good ta-be focused but try
not to block out things happening around you. Take a break.

New information headed your
way will clear up any confusion
you/ve been feeling.

Rather than letting unsolidted
criticism get you down, try to
learn from it.
.

Life may be feeling a bit
unstable--don't panic. Take it as
a chance to learn some flexibility.

X' Sagittarius

"F Capricorn

~

t( Pisces

(Nov. 23 - Dec. 21)

(Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Aquarius
(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

(Feb. 19 - March 19)

What seems clear at first might
be more compllicated than you
thought. Look deeper.

Expect the unexpected, and
don't be afraid to try different
things to shake up your routine.

Figure out what future problems
you may be facing, and do your
best to nip them in the bud.

Tum to a neutral friend to help
you solve a problem that's been
bothering you.

(July 23 - Aug. 23)
l

Find the original meaning of the message below.
Each letter shown stands for another letter. Break
the code for the letter A, you will have all of the
As in the message and so on . (Hint: 0=0
l

D ATKZ TGSTLX DETCDPZF

HATH ITJTFDZ SDGG UZ T ODPF
NM GDUJTJL
The first student faculty or staff member to bring
the solution (along with who said it) to
The Currents office will receive
a free Current T-shirt!
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Your weekly calendar of campus events. UWhat's (urrent" is a
free serv.ice for student organizations. Deadl.ine for submissions is
5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. Priority is given to student
organizations; first-come, first-served. Listings may be edited '~or
length and style. E-mail eventlistingstothecurrent@umsl.edu.No
phone submissions. All listings use 516 prefixes unless noted.

Online Courses: What You Know May Just Give You An'N This informative workshop is
intended to give a comprehensive look at online learning. Not only will this seminar answer
questions about online courses, but will also provide you with the tools to succeed in this new
learning method. Located at 255 in the MSC -Center for Student Success, from 12:30 PM to 1:15
PM. For more information contact Chad Hoffer at 5300.

i

Resume Critiques in the Nosh. Visit Career Services in the Nosh for resume assistance. Located at 278 MSC, from 11 :00 AM t6 1:00 PM. For more information contact Career Services
at 5111.
Home Volleyball Match. Home volleyball match vs. Missouri Baptist University. Located at
Mark Twain Gymnasium from 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM. For more information contact Rick
Gyllenborg at 314-526-7016.
Online Courses: What You Know May Just Give You An ... This informative workshop is
intended to give a comprehensive look at online learning. Not only will this seminar answer
questions about online courses, but will also provide you with the tools to succeed in this new
learning method. Located at 255 in the MSC -Center for Student Success, from 12:30 PM to 1:15
PM. For more information contact Chad Hoffer at 5300.

Career Services Red Carpet Event: Open House. Enjoy free food, enter to win movie
tickets, and meet the Career Services staff. Located at 278 MSC in Career Services, from 11 :00
AM to 1:00 PM. Contact Career Services at 5111 for more information.
Screening of "Died Young, Stayed Pretty". Screening of a documentary on the art of poster
making. Special appearence by filmmaker Eileen Yaghoobian to answer questions after the
showing . Located at Millenium Student Center SGA Chambers at 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM. For more
information contact Sara Arnold at 7922.
Effective Studying: Facts and Myths about Memory. Learn how memory works and some
tips that can be put into practice to improve recall. Also learn effective techniques for notetaking, goal setting for studying, concentration, reading a textbook, and test-taking skills. Located at 225 MSC-Center for Student Success from 2:00 PM to 2:45 PM. For more information,
contact Chad Hoffer at 5300.

Coed Kickball Tournament. This tournament, being sponsored by UPB, will be based on the
number of efltries with the guarantee of at least 2 games. Team entries are accepted in the
Campus Rec Office, 2'03 Mark Twain, 5326. Entry deadline is Tuesday Sept. 1. For more information, contact Pam Steinmetz at 5326.

IMPROVing campus spirits
Chicago-based 'Mission IMPROVable" brought their improvisational comedy to the Pilot House
on Tuesday, August 25, inviting the audience to participate by thinking of scenarios for the
agents" to act out.
U

Accountant's Networking Night. Use this opportunity to meet potential firms you would like
to work for, all accounting, finance and IS majors welcome. Located at MSC Century Rooms
from 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM. For more information contact Allison Loser at 636-279-0407.

Have your event listed on What's Current l
E-mall ,t hecurrent@umsl.e,d u '

with the subject line -What's Current"

, S!.I i! cl a y, SE J> T E .\ I B E R (;
Sunday Ma,ss: We aren't "morning people" either! Come to our evening Mass to reflect about
the w~ek- up ahead. Music and Readings are prepared by young _adults, and we would love to .
see you th~re. ~f you want to participate in choir, please arrive at 7:30pm on Sunday to practice.
All stUdents, staff, and faculty are invited to attend. Refreshments to follow after every Mass.
~tarti~ at 8:00 PM to 9:00 PM in Provincial House Chapel. For more information contact Liz
Detwiler .at 314-385-3455.

